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EXPLANATION. 

The Geological Survey is making a large topo- others may then be ascertained by counting up or 
graphic map and a large geologic map of the United down from a numbered contour. 
States, which are being issued together in the form 2. Contours define the horizontal forms· of slopes. 
of a Geologic Atlas. The parts of the atlas are Since contours are continuous horizontal lines con· 
called folios. Each folio contains a topographic\ forming to the surface of the ground, they wind 
map and a geologic map of a small section of COUD- smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede into all re
try, and is accompanied by explanatory and de- entrant angles of ravines and define all promi
scriptive texts. The complete atlas will comprise nences. The relations of contour characters to 
several thousand folios. forms of the landscape can be traced in the map 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. 

The features represented on the topographic map 
are of three distinct kinds: (1) inequalities of sur
face, called relief, as plains, prairies, valleys, hills 
and mountains; (2) distribution of water, called 
itrailnage, as streams, ponds, lakes, swamps and 
canals; (3) the works of man, called cult11lf'e, as 
roads, railroads, boundaries, villages and cities. 

Relief.-All elevations are measured from mean 
sea level. The heights of many points are accu
rately determj,ned and .. those which are most im
portant are stated on the map by numbers printed 
in brown. It is desirable to show also the eleva· 
tion of any part u1 a hill, ridge, slope or valley; 
to delineate the horizontal outline or contour of all 

and sketch. 
3. Contours show the approximate grade of any 

slope. The vertical space between two contours is 
the same, whether they lie along a cliff or on a 
gentle slope; but to rise a given height on a gentle 
slope one must go farther than on a steep slope. 
Therefore contours are far apart on the gentle 
slopes and near. together on steep ones. 

For a flat or gently undulating country a small 
contour interval is chosen; for a steep or moun· 
tainous country a large contour interval is neces· 
sary. The smallest contour interval used on the 
atlas sheets of the Geological Survey is 5 feet. This 
is used for districts like the Mississippi delta and 
the Dismal Swamp region. In mapping great 
mountain masses like those in Colorado, on a scale 
of _ the contour interval may be 250 feet. For 
intermediate relief other contour intervals of 10, 
20, 25, 50, and 100 feet are used. 

nrainaye.-The water courses are indicated by 
constant vertical space between each two con- blue lines, which are drawn unbroken where the 
tours is called the contour interval. Contours ke stream flows the year round, and dotted where the 
printed in brown. channel is dry a part of the year .. Where the 

The manner in which contours express the three stream sinks and reappeal'S at the surface, the sup
conditions of relief (elevation, horizontal form I¥ld posed underground course is shown by a broken 
degree of slope) is shown in the following sketch blue line. Marshes and canals are also shown in 

slopes; and to indicate their degree of steepness. 
This is done by lines of constant elevation above 
mean sea level, which are drawn at regular vertical 
intervals. The lines are called conW'lVrS and the 

and corresponding contour map: blue. 

Fig. 1. The upperflgure represents a. sketch of a ri-rer valley, 
with terraces, and of a high hill encircled by a cliff. These 
features appear in the map beneath, the slopes and forma of 
the surface being shown by contours. 

The sketch represents a valley between two hills. 
In the foreground is the sea with a bay which is 
partly closed by a hooked sand-bar. On either side 
of the valley is a terrace; from that on the right 
a hill rises gradually with rounded forms, whereas 
from that on the left the ground ascend •• teeply 
to a precipice which presents sharp corners. The 
western slope of the higher hill contrast. with the 
eastern by its gentle descent. In the map each of 
these features is indicated, directly beneath its po
sition in the sketch, by contours. The following 
explanation may make clearer the manner in which 
contours delineate height, form and slope: 

1. A contour indicates approximately a height 
above sea level. In this illustration the contour 
interval is 50 feet; therefore the contours occur at 
50, 100, 150, 200 feet, and so on, above sea level. 
Along the contour at 250 feet lie all points of the 
surface 250 feet above sea; and so on with any 
other contour. In the space between any two con
tours occur all elevations above the lower and be
low the higher contour. Thus the contour at 150 
feet falls just below the edge of the terrace, while 
that at 200 feet lies above the terrace; therefore 
all points on the terrace are shown to be more than 
150 but less than 200 feet above sea. The summit 
of the higher hill is stated to be 670 feet above sea; 
accordingly the contour at 650 feet sUlTOunds it. 
In this illustration nearly all the contours are num· 
bered. "Where this is not possible, certain contours 
are made heavy and are n.umbered; the heights of 

()ult1.f'/'e.-In the progress of the settlement of 
any region men establish many artificial features. 
These, such as roads, railroads and towns, together 
with names of natural and artificial details and 
boundaries of towns, counties and states, are print
ed in black. 

As a region develops, culture changes and grad
ually comes to disagree with the map; hence the 
representation of culture needs to be revised from 
time to time. Each sheet bears on i¥ margin the 
dates of suryey I,LIld of revision. 

Saales.-The area of the United State. (without 
Alaska) is about 3,025,000 square, miles. On a 
map 240 feet long and 180 feet high the area of the 
United States would cover 3,025,000 square inches. 
Each square mile of grou~d surface would be repre
sented by a corresponding square inch of map sur· 
face, and one linear mi~e on the ground would be 
represented by a linear inch~ on the map. This re
lation between distance in nature and correspond
ing distance on the map is called the Bcale of the 
map. In this special case it is "one mile to an inch." 
A map of the United State. half as long and half 
as high would have a scale half as great; its scale 
would be "two miles to an inch," or four square 
miles to a square inch. Scale is also often ex· 
pressed as a fraction, of which the numerator is a 
length on the map and the denominator the corre
sponding length in nature expressed in the same 
unit. Thus, as there are 63,360 inches in a mile, 
the scale" one mile to one inch" is expressed by 

1 -. Three different scales are used on the atlas sheets 
of the U. S. Geological Survey; the sinallest is 
~ the second 125~{I(l(JJ and the largest ~ These 
correspond approximately to four miles two miles, 
and one mile of natural length to one inch of map 
length. On the scale _ one square inch of map 
smace represents and corresponds nearly to one 
square mile; on the scale of _ to about four 
square miles; and on the scale of _ to about 
sixteen square miles. At the bottom of each atlas 
sheet the scale is expressed as a fraction, and it is 
further indicated by a "bar scale," a line divided 
into parts representing miles and parts of miles. 

Atla8 sheets.-A map of the United State. on 
the smallest scale used by the Geological Survey 
would be 60 feet long and 45 feet high. If drawn 
on one of the larger scales it would be either two 
times or four times as long and high. To make it 
possible to use such a map it is divided into atlas 
sheets of convenient size which are bounded by par
allels and meridians. Each sheet on the scale of 

2OO!OOO contains one square degree (that is, represents bottom is raised to dry land these rocks are exposed, 
an area one degree in extent in each direction); each' and then we may leru'n from them many facts con
sheet on the scale of Ii5,\oo contains one.quarter of cerning the geography of the past. 
a square degree; each sheet on the scale of 62,~ As sedimentary st:r:ata accumulate the younger 
contains one-sixteenth of a square de~e These beds rest on those that are older and the relative 
areas correspond nearly to 4000, 1000 and 250 ages of the deposits may be discovered by observ
square miles. ing their relative positioDs. In any series of undis-

The atlas sheets, being only parts of one map of turbed beds the younger bed is above the older. 
the United States, are laid out without regard to Strata genl,3rally contain the remains of plants 
the boundary lines of the states, counties or town- and animals which lived in the sea or were washed 
ships. For convenience of reference and to suggest from the land into lakes or seas. By studying these 
the district represented each sheet is given the remains or fossils it has been found that the species 
name of some well known town or natural feature of each epoch of the earth's history have to a great 
within its limits. At the sides and corners of each extent differed from those of other epochs. Rocks 
sheet the names of adjacent sheets are printed. that contain the remains of life.are calledfo8silifer. 

om. Only the simpler forms of life are found 
in the oldest fossiliferous rocks. From time to 
time more complex forms of life developed and, 
as the simpler ones lived on in modified forms} the 
kinds of living creatures on the earth multiplied. 
But during each epoch there lived peculiar forms, 
which did not exist in earlier times and haye not 
existed since; these are clwll'acterktw types, and 
they define the age of any bed of rock in which 
they are found. 

THE GEOLOGIC MAP. 

A geologic map represents the distribution of 
rocks, and is based on a topographic map,-that 
is, to the topographic representation the geologic 
representation is added. 

Rocks are of many kinds in origin, but they may 
be classed in four great groups: Superficial Rocks, 
Sedimentary Rocks, Igneous Rocks and Altered 
Rocks. The different kinds found within the area 
represented by a map are shown by devices printed 
in colors. 

Rocks are further distinguished according to 
their relative ages, for rocks were not formed all at 
one time, but from age to age in the earth's history. 
The materials composing them likewise vary with 
locality, for the conditions of their deposition at 
different times and places have not been alike, 
and accordingly the rocks show many variations. 
Where beds Df sand were buried beneath beds of 
mud, sandstone may now occur under shale; where 
a flow of lava cooled and was overflowed by 
another bed of lava, the two may be distinguished. 
Each of these ~asses is limited in extent to the area 
over w:hich it was deposited, and is bounded above 
and below by different rocks. It is convenient in 
geology to call such a mass a formation. 

(1) SuperjWial ,o"kiI.-The.e are composed 
chiefly of clay, sand and gravel, disposed in heaps 
and irregular beds, usually unconsolidated. 

Within a recent period of the earth's history, a 
thick and extensive ice sheet covered the northern 
portion of the United States and part of British 
America, as one now covers Greenland. The ice 
gathered slowly, moved forward and retreated as 
glaciers do with changes of climate, and after a 
long and varied existence melted away. The ice 
left peculiar heaps and ridges of gravel; it spread 
layers of saud and clay, and the water flowing from 
it distributed sediments of various kinds far and 
wide. These deposits from ice and flood, together 
with those made by water and winds on the land 
and shore_after the glacier had melted, and those 
made by similar agencies where the ice sheet did 
not extend, are the superficial formations. This 
period of the earth's history, from the beginning 
of the glacial epoch to the present, is called the 
Pleistocene period. 

The-distribution of the superficial rocks is shown 
on the map by colors printed in patterns of dots 
and circles. 

(2) &dinnentaJry rooks.-These are conglomerate, 
sandstone, shale and limestone, which have been 
deposited beneath seas or other large bodies of 
water and have usually become hard. 

If North America were gradually to sink a thou
sand feet the sea would flow over the Atlantic coast 
and the Mississippi and Ohio vaneys from the Gulf 
of Mexico to the Great Lakes. The Appalachian 
mountains would become an archipelago in the 
ocean, whose shore would traverse Wisconsin, Iowa., 
Kansas and Texas. More extensive changes than 
this have repeatedly occurred in the past. The 
shores of the North American continent have 
changed from age to age, and the sea has at times 
covered much that is now dry land. The earth's 
surface is not fixed, as it seems to be; it very slowly 
rises or sinks over wide expanses; and as it rises or 
subsides'the shore lines of the oceans are changed. 

The bottom of the sea is made of gravel, sand 
and mud, which are sorted and spread. As these 
.edimenls gather they bury others already depos
ited and the latter harden into layers of conglom
erate, sandstone, shale or limestone. When the sea 

Beds of rock do not always occur in the positions 
in which they were formed. When they have been 
disturbed it is often difficult to determine their 
relative ages from their positions; then "fossils 
are a guide to show which of two or more forma
tions is the oldest. When two formations are re
mote one from the other and it is impossible to 
observe their relative positions, the characteristic 
fossil types found in them may determine which 
one was formed first. Fossil remains found in the 
rocks of different states, of different countries and 
of different continents afford the most importan~ 
means for combining local histories into a general 
earth history. 

Areas of sedimentary rocks are shown on the 
map by colors printed in patterns of parallel 
straight lines. '1'0 show the relative age of strata. 
on the map, the history of the sedimentary rocks is 
divided into nine periods, to each of which a color is 
assigned. Each period is further distinguished by 
a letter.symbol, so that the areas may be known 
when the colors, on account of fading, color blind
ness or other cause, cannot be recognized. The 
names of the periods in proper order (from new 
to old), with the color and symbol assigned to each, 
are given below: 

Neocene (youngest). 
Eocene ......... . 
Cretaceous ...... . 
Juratrias. . . . . . . .. J 
Carboniferous. . . . . C 
Devonian........ D 
Silurian. . . . . . . . . 5 
Cambrian........ c 
Algonkian (olde.t) . 

COLOR-PRINTED IN 
PATTKRNS OF PARALLEL 

LINKS. 

Yellowi.h buff. 
Olive-brown. 
Olive-green. 
Gray-blue-green. 
Gray-blue. 
Gray.blue.purple. 
Gray.red.purple. 
Brown-red. 
Orange-brown. 

In any district several periods may be repre. 
sented, and the representation of each may include 
one or many formations. '1'0 distingnish the sedi· 
mentary formations of anyone period from those 
or another, the patte~s for the formations of each 
period are printed in the appropriate period.color; 
and the formations of anyone period are distin
guished from one another by different patte,rns. 
Two tints of the period.color are used: It pale 
tint (the underprint) is printed evenly over the 
whole surface representing the period; a dark tint 
(the overprint) brings out the different patterns rep
resenting formations. Each formation is further
more given aletter.symbol, which is printed on the 
map with the capital letter.symbol of the period. 
In the case of a sedimentary formation of uncertain 
age the pattern is printed on white ground in the 
color of the period to which the formation is sup
posed to belong, the letter-symbol of the period 
being omitted. 

(3) Igneous 'I'Ock.s.-These are crystalline rocks, 
which have cooled from a molten condition. 

Deep beneath the surface, rocks are often so hot 
as to melt and flow into crevices, where they con
geal, forming dikes and sheets. Sometimes they 



pour out of cracks and volcanoes and flow over 
the surface as lava. Sometimes they are thrown 
from volcanoes as ashes and pumice, and are spread 
over the surface by winds and streams. Often 
lava flows are interbedded with ash beds. 

It is thought that the first rocks of the earth, 
which formed during what is called the Archean 
period, were igneous. Igneous rocks have intruded 
among masses beneath the surface and have been 
thrown out from volcanoes at all periods of the 
earth's development. These rocks occur therefore 
with sedimentary formations of all periods, and 
their ages can sometimes be determined by the 
ages of the sediments with which they are asso· 
ciated. 

Igneous formations are represented on the geo
logic maps by patterns of triangles or rhorn bs 
printed in any brilliant color. When the age of a 
formation is not known the letter.symbol consists 
of small letters which suggest the name of the 
rocks; when the age is known the letter.symbol 
has the initial letter of the appropriate period pre· 
£Xed to it. 

(4) Altered rocks of (JI"Y8talline temture.-These 
are rocks which have been so changed by pressure, 
movement and chemical action that the mineral 
·particles have recrystallized. 

Both sedimentary and igneous rocks may change 
their character by the growth of crystals and the 
gradual development of new minerals from the orig. 
inal particles. Marble is limestone which has thus 
been crystallized. Mica is one of the common min· 
erals which may thus grow. By this chemical alter· 
ation sedimentary rocks become crystalline, and ig. 
neous rocks change their composition to a greater or 
less extent. The process is called metamorphilNn 
and the resulting rocks are said to be metamorphic. 
Metamorphism is promoted by pressure, high temp. 
erature and water. When a mass of rock, under 
these conditions, is squeezed during movements in 
the earth's crust, it may divide into many very 
thin parallel layers. When sedimentary rocks are 
formed in thin layers by deposition they are called 
ihales,. but when rocks of any class are found in 
thin layers that are due to pressure tbey are called 
slate8. When the cause of the thin layers of meta
morphic rocks is not known, or is not simple, tbe 
rocks at e called schists, a term which applies to 
both shaly and slaty stmctures. 

Rocks of any period of the earth's history, from 
the Neocene back to the Algonkian, may be more 
or less altered, but the younger formations have 
generally escaped marked metamorphism, and the 
oldest sediments known remain in some localities 
essentially unchanged. 

Metamorphic crystalline formations are repre· 
sented on the maps by patterns consisting of short 
dashes irregularly placed. These are plinted in 
any color and may be darker or lighter than the 
background. If the rock is a schist the dashes or 
hachures may be arranged in wavy parallel lines. 

If the formation is of known age the letter·sym. 
bol of the formation is preceded by the capital 
letter.symbol of the proper period. If the age of 
the formation is unknown the letter.symbol con· 
sists of small letters only. 

USES OF THE MAPS. 

TOpOg1·aphy.-Within the limits of scale the to· 
pographic sheet is an accurate and characteristic 
delineation of the relief, drainage and culture of 
the region represented.. Viewing the landscape, 
map in hand, every characteristic feature of suf. 
ficient magnitude should be recognizable. 

It may guide the traveler, who can determine 
in advance or follow continuously on the map his 
route along strange highways and byways. 

It may serve the investor or owner who desires 
to ascertain the position and surroundings of prop· 
erty to be bought or sold. 

It may save the engineer preliminary surveys in 
locatiug roads, railwaY8 and irrigation ditches. 

It provides educational material for schools and 
homes, and serves all the purposes of a map for 
local reference. 

Areal geology.-This sheet shows the areas occu· 
p~ed by the various rocks of the distlict. On the 

margin is a legend, which is the key to the map. 
To ascertain the meaning of any particular colored 
pattern on the map the reader should look for that 
color and pattern in the legend, where he will and 
the name and description of the formation. If it 
is desired to find any given formation, its name 
should be sought in the legend and its colored pat· 
tern noted, when the areas on the map correspond. 
ing in color and pattern may be traced out. 

The legend is also a partial statement of the 
geologic history of the district. The formations 
are arranged in groups according to origin-super. 
ficial, sedimentary, igneous or crystalline; thus the 
processes by which the rocks were formed and 
the changes they have undergone are indicated. 
Within these groups the formatioI?-s are placed in 
the order of age so, far as known, the youngest at 
the top; thus the succession of processes and con· 
ditions which make up the history of the district 
is suggested. 

The legend may also contain descriptions of for. 
mations or of groups of formations, statements of 
the occurrence of useful minerals, and qualifica
tions of do-q.btful conclusions. 

The sheet presents the facts of historical geology 
in strong colors with marked distinctions, and is 
adapted to use as a wall map as well as to closer 
study. 

Economic geology.~ This sheet represents the 
distribution of useful minerals, the occurrence of 
artesian water, or other facts of economic interest, 
showing their relations to the features of topog· 
raphy and to the geologic formations. All the 
geologic formations which appear on the map of 
areal geology are shown in this map also, but 
the distinctions between the colored patterns are 
less striking. The areal geology, thus printed, 
affords a subdued background upon which the 
areas of productive formations may be emphasized 
by strong colors. 

A symbol for mines is introduced in this map, 
and it is accompanied at each occurrence by the 
name of the mineral mined or the stone quarried. 

Btructufre 8ections.-This sheet exhibits the reo 
lations existing beneath the surface among the 
formations whose distribution on the surface is 
represented in the map of areal geology. 

In any shaft or trench the rocks beneath the 
surface lllay be exposed, and in the vertical side of 
the trench the relations of different beds may be 
seen. A natural or artificial cutting which exhibits 
those relations is called a 8ection, and the same name 
is applied to a diagram representing the relations. 
The arrangement of rocks in the earth is the earth's 
8truct'lt1'e, and a section exhibiting this 8lTangement 
is ·called a structure 88etion. 

Mines and tunnels yield some facts of under· 
ground structure, and . streams carving canyons 
through rock masses cut sections. But the geol. 
ogist is not limited to these opportunities of direct 
observation. Knowing the manner of the forma· 
tion of rocks, and having traced out the relations 
among beds on the surface, he can infer their rela· 
tive positions after they pass beneath the surface. 
Thus it is possible to draw sections which represent 
the structure of the earth to a considerable depth 
and to construct a diagram exhibiting what would 
be seen in the side of a trench many miles long and 
several thousand feet deep. This is illustrated in 
the following figure: . 

Fig. 2. Showing a yertical section in the front of the picture, 
with a landscape above. 

The £gure represents a landscape which is cut 
off sharply in the foreground by a vertical plane. 
The landscape exhibits an extended plateau on the 
left, a broad belt of lower land receding toward 
the right, and mountain peaks in the extreme right 

of the foreground as well as in the distance. The 
vertical plane cutting a section shows the under· 
ground relations of the rocks. The kinds of rock 
are indicated in the section by appropriate symbols 
of lines, dots, and dashes. These symbols admit 
of much variation, but the following are generally 
used in sections to represent the commoner kindiil 
of rock: 

Massivecrystalliu .... 

Fig. S. Symbols used to represent different kinds of rocks. 

The plateau in Fig. 2 presents toward the lower 
land an escarpment \\'hich is made up of cliffs and 
steep slopes. These el~ments of the plateau-front 
correspond to horizontal beds of sandstone and 
sandy shale shown in the section at the extreme 
left, the sandstones forming the cliffs, the shales 
constituting the slopes. 

The broad belt of lower land is travel'Sed by sev· 
eral ridges, which, where they are cut off by the 
section, are seen to correspond to outcrops of sand· 
stone that rise to the surface. The upturned edges 
of these harder beds form the ridges, and the in· 
termediate valleys follow the outcrops of lime· 
stone and calcareous shales. 

Where the edges of the strata appear at the sur· 
face their thicknesses can be measured and the 
angles at which they dip below the surface can be 
observed. Thus their positions underground can 
be inferred. 

'Vhen strata which are thus inclined are traced 
underground in mining or by inference, it is fre· 
quently observed that they form troughs or arches, 
such as the section shows. But these sandstones, 
shales and limestones were deposited beneath the 
sea in nearly flat sheets. Where they are now 
bent they must, therefore, have been folded by a 
force of compression. The fact that strata are 
thus bent is taken as proof that a force exists 
which has from time to time caused the earth's 
surface to wrinkle along certain zones. 

The mountain peaks on the right of the sketch 
are shown in the section to be composed of schists 
which axe traversed by masses of igneous rock. 
The schists are much contorted and cut up by the 
intruded dikes. Their thickness cannot be meas· 
ured; their arrangement underground cannot be 
inferred. Hence that portion of the section which 
shows the structure of the schists and igneous 
rocks beneath the surface delineates what may be 
true, but is Dot known by observation. 

Structure sections afford a means of graphic 
statement of certain events of geologic history 
which are recorded in the relations of groups of 
formations. In Fig. 2 there axe three groups of 
formations, which are distinguished by their sub· 
terranean relations. 

The £l'st of these, seen at the left of the section, 
is the group of sandstones and shales, which lie in 
a horizontal position. These sedimentary strata, 
which accumulated beneath water, are in them· 
selves evidence that a sea once extended over their 
expanse. They are now high above the sea, form
ing a plateau, and their change of elevation sho''''8 
that that portion of the earth's mass on which they 
rest swelled upward from a lower to a higher level. 
The strata of this group are parallel, a relation 
which is called conjOJ''fJuWle. 

The second group of formations consists of strata 
which form arches and troughs. These strata were t 

continuous, but the crests of the arches have been l 

removed by degradation. The beds, like those ot 
the first group, being parallel, are conformable. 

The horizontal stl'ata of the plateau rest upon 
the upturned, eroded edges of the beds of thr 
second group on the left of the section. The over· 
lying deposits are, from their position, evidently 
younger than the underlying formations, and the 
bending and degradation of the older strata must 
have occurred between the deposition of the older 
beds and the accumulation of the younger. When 
younger strata thus rest upon an eroded surface of 
older strata or upon their upturned and eroded 
edges, the relation between the two is unconform· 
able, and their surface of contact is an U'fU]()11,. 

group of formations consist of crystal. 
line schists and igneous rocks. At some period 
of their history the schists have been plicated by 
pressure and traversed by eruptions of molten 
rock. But this pressure and intrusion of igneous 
rocks have not affected the overlying strata of the 
second group. Thus it is evident that an interval 
of considerable duration elapsed between the for· 
mation of the schists and the beginning of deposi. 
tion of strata of the second group. During this 
interval the schists suffered metamorphism and 
were the scene of eruptive activity. The contact 
between the second and third groups, marking an 
interval between two periods of rock formation, is 
an unconfonnity. 

The section and landscape in Fig. 2 are hypo. 
the~ica1, but they illustrate only relations which 
actually occur. The sections in the Structure Sec· 
tion sheet are related to the maps as the section in 
the figure is related to the landscape. The profiles 
of the surface in the section correspond to the actual 
slopes of the ground along the section line, and the 
depth of any mineral.producing or water·bearing 
stratum· which appears in the section may be meas· 
ured from the surface by using the scale of the 
map. 

UolAtmnar 880tionB.-This sheet contains a con· 
cise description of the rock formations which con· 
stitute the local record of geologic history. The 
diagrams and verbal statements form a summary of 
the facts relatjng to the characters of the rocks, 
to the thicknesses of sedimentary formations and 
to the order Ot accumulation of successive de. 
posits. 

The characters of the rocks are described under 
the corresponding heading, and they are indicated 
in the columnar diagrams by appropriate symbols, 
such as are used in the structure sections. 

The thicknesses of formations are given under 
the heading U Thickness in feet," in figures which 
state the least and greatest thicknesses. The aver· 
age thickness of each formation is shown in the 
column, which is drawn to a scale,-usually 1,000 
feet to 1 inch. The order of accumulation of the 
sediments is shown in the columnar arrangement 
of the descriptions and of the lithologic symbols 
in the diagram The oldest formation is placed 
at the bottom of the column, the youngest at the 
top. The strata are drawn in a horizontal position, 
as they were deposited, and igneous rocks or other 
formations which are associated with any partic· 
ular stratum are indicated in their proper rela-
tions. 

The strata are divided into groups, which cor· 
respond with the great periods of geologic history. 
Thus the ages of the rocks are shown and also the 
total thickness of deposits representing any geo· 
logic period. 

The intervals of time which correspond to events 
of uplift and degradation and constitute interrup. 
tions of deposition of sediments may be indicated 
graphically or by the word "unconformity," printed 
in the columnar section. 

Each fomlation shown in the columnar section 
is accompanied, not only by the description of its 
character, but by its name, its letter.symbol as used 
in the maps and their legends, and a concise ac
count of the topographic features, soils, or other 
facts related to it. 

J. W. POWELL, 
IJitrectm·. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE ESTILLVILLE SHEET.·· 
GEOGRAPHY. 

General l'elaNon8.-The territory represented 
by the Estillville atlas sheet is one-quarter of a 
square degree of the earth's sUl'faee, extending 
from latitude 36° 30' on the south to 37° on the 
north, and from longitude 82° 3~' on the east to 
83° on the west. Its average width is 27.7 milt's, 
its length is il4.5 miles, and its area 1S 956.6 
square miles. 

By State boundaries this territory is divided 
into three parts: the southern part inc1naes por
tions of Hancock, Hawkins, and Sullivan counties, 
Tennessee; the middle, portions of 'Vise, Scott, 
and Lee connties, Virginia j and the northern, por
tions of Harlan and Letcher counties, Kentucky. 
Passing from north to east, the adjacent atlas 
sheets are as £0110\\'8: 'Vhitesburg, Grundy, 
Bristol, Roan )'fountain, Greeneville, Morristown, 
Jonesvi1le, and Hazard. 

In its geographic and geologic relations this 
area forms a part of the Appalachian province, 
which ext,ends from the Atlantic coastal plain on 
the east to the }1ississippi lowlands on the ,Yest, 
and from central Alabama to southern New York. 
All parts of the region thus defined }lave a com· 
mon history, recorded in its rocks, its geologic 
structure, and its topographic features. Only a 
Pal't of this history can be read from an area so 
small as that covered by a single atlas sheet; hence 
it is necessary to consider the indiddual sheet in 
its relations to the entire province. 

Subllivi.s-ions of tlte Appnlar:hlan province.
The Appalaehian province may be subdivided 
into three well·marked pllysiographic divisions, 
throughout each of which certain forces have pro· 
duced similar results in sedimentation, in geologie 
strueture, and in topography. These divisions 
extend HIe entire length of the province, from 
northeast to soutlnvest. 

The central division if! the A ppalachian Valley. 
It is the best defined and most uniform of the 
three. It coincides with the belt of folded rocks 
,vhich in the southern portion of the province 
f01'IllS the Coosa Valley of Georgia and Alabama 
and the Great Valley of East Tennessee. Through· 
out the northern and central portions the eastern 
side only is marked by great valleys, such as the 
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia and the Cumber· 
land and Lebanon yulleys of .Maryland and Penn· 
sylvania, while the western portion is but a succes· 
sion of narrow ridgeR with no continuous or broad 
intermediate vaneys. This dhrision varies ill width 
from 40 to 125 miles. It is sharply outlined on 
the southeast by the Appalachian Mountains and 
on the northwest by the Cumberland Plateau and 
the Alleghany ).fountains. Its rocks are almost 
wholly sedimentary and in large measure calcare· 
ous. The strata, which must originally have heen 
!leady horizontal, no\-\, stand at various angles and 
intersect the surface in narrmv belts. ",Vith the 
outcrop of different kinds of rock the surface 
changes, so that sharp ridges and narrow valleys 
of great length fol1ow the narrow belts of hard 
and soft rocks. Owing to the large amoullt of 
calcareous rock bl'ought up on the steep folds of 
this district, its surface is more readily worn doY\'1l 
by streams and is 10\\'er tLnd less broken than the 
divisions on either side. 

The eastern division of the province embraces 
the Appalachian Mountains, a system made up of 
many individual ranges, which, under yarious local 
names, extends from southern New York to cen· 
tral Alabama. Some of its prominent parts are 
the South )'lountain of Pennsylvania, the Blue 
Ridge and Catodin Mountain of Mnryland and 
Virginia, the Great Smoky Mountains of Tennes· 
see and. North, Carolina, and the Cohutta Moun· 
tains of Georgia.. Many of the rocks of this 
division are more or less erystal1ine, being either 
sedimentg which have been changed to slates and 
schists by varying degrees of metamorphism, or 
igneous rocks, such as grHnite aud diabase, which 
hHve solidified frolll a molten cOlldition. 

The ·western division of the Appalachian 
province embraces the Cumberland Plateau and 
the Alleghany Mountains and the lowlands of 
rrennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio. Its north--iVest· 
ern boundary i8 indefinite, but may be regarded 
as coinciding with the Mississippi River as far 
up as Cairo, and thence extending northeast· 

ward across the States of Illinois and Indiana. courBe to the Ohio. South of Chattanooga the ment among the high points on Wallin Ridge, the 
Its eastern boundary is sharply defined by the streams flow directly to the Gulf of Mexico. even crest of Stone Mountain, and the summit of 
Alleghany front and the Cumberland esearp· Topogra,phy oj' the Appalachian provbwe.-The Powell Mountain 'west of Slemp Gap. Beyond 
ment. The rocks of this division are almost different divisions of the province vary much in Big Black Mountain, with its irregular crest, is 
entirely of sedimentary origin, and remain very character of topography, as do also different POI" the even summit of Pine Mountain, planed down 
nearly horizontlll. The character of the surface, tions of the same division. This varia.tion of top· to the genera.! height of the valley ridges. The 
which is dependent on the eharacter and attitude ographic forms is due to seveml eonditions, .vhich peneplain was originally very nearly horizontal, 
of the 1'oeks, is that of a plateau more or less com· either prevail at present or have prevailed in the but it has been tilted, so that now it varies in ele
pletely worn down. In the southern half of the past. In the Appalachian Valley, differences in vation from 2,400 feet in Pine Mountain to 1,700 
province the plateau i~ sometimes extellsive and rock character and in geologic structure are the feet in Bays Mountain. 
perfectly flat, but it is oftener much divided by conoitions which chiefly govern erof!ion. In the ThE"; second, or Cenozoic, peneplain appears only 
streams into large or small areas with flat tops. Appalachian ~fountains and the Cumberland in the limestone areas, in which brolLd valleys 
In 1N est Virginia and portions of Pennsylvania Plateau, stmcture plays but a secondary part, and Vi'ere eroded nearly to baselevel The most 
the plateau is sharply cut by streams, leaving the rocks are frequently so nearly homogeneous important are the valleys of the Holston, Clinch, 
in relief hTegularly rounded knobs and 'ridges a.s to have but little effect on the topography. and Powell rivers. In these, only the softest 
which bear but little resemblance to the original Throughout the entire province the forms pro· limestones were reduced to baselevel Shales 
sUI'face. The ' .... estern portion of the plateau' has duced are largely controlled by the altitude of and cherty limestones were not worn down 
been completely removed by erosion, and the SUI'· the land, which varies in relation to sea·level as to the lenl of the plain, but stood above it as 
face is now' comparatively low' and level. the surface is worn do\yn byel'osion or is uplifted low, rounded knobs or ridges. Sandstones suf. 

Altlturle of the Appalachian pl'ovince.-The hy movements of the earth's crnst. If the land iB fered but little reduction, and remained in ridges 
Appalachian province as a whole is broadly high the streams descend rapidly to the sea, whORe summits mark the altitude of the Creta. 
arched, its surface rising from an altitude of about corrading narrow gorges nearly to the baselevel ccous plain. In the later plain the streams ha\~e 
500 feet along the eastern margin to the crest of of erosion. By lateral cOl'rasion these narrow cut narrow channels, which are deepest in the 
the Appalachian .Mountains, and thence descend. gorges 11re gradually widened and the sides northwestern part of the region, Thus, Clinch 
ing westward to about tlle same altitude on the reduced from precipitous cliffs to gentle slopes. River is sunk from 300 to 500 feet belO\ ..... its base· 
Ohio and )1ississippi rivers. The divides between adjacent streams are, little leveled valley, while the Holston has cut not more 

Each division of the province 8ho·ws one or by little, worn away, and the surface gradually than 150 feet -into its valley plain. rrhe valley of 
more culminating points. Thus the Appalachian approaches baselevel and becomes a peneplain. Powell River has been elevated even more than 
.Mountains rise gradually from less than 1,000 feet But this process is carried to completion only that of Clinch Uiver, but the volume of water in 
in Alabama to more than 6,600 feet in western in case there is a constant relation of land and the stream has not been sufficient to keep pace 
North Carolina,. From this culminating point Stla. This relation 'may be changed by earth with the uplift and its modern channel is cut but 
they decrease to 4,000 or 3,000 feet in southern movements which either raise or lower the little helow the old plain. In the coal field north 
Virginia, rise to 4,000 feet in central Virginia, and land. When erosion is thus interrupted in any of Stone )[ollntain, owing to the homogeneity of 
descend to 2,000 or 1,500 feet on the IVlaryland· stage of its development, some of the character- the strata, the various episodes of geologic history 
Pennsylvania line. istic topographic forms remain among features of have left but slight record, and it is impossihle 

The Appalachian Valley sho'Y8 a uniform increase later development, and they constitute a record of to read it with certainty. 
in altitude from 500 feet or' less in Alabama to the conditions to which they belonged. Since Drainage.-Almost;ll of the territory lying 
900 feet in the vieinity or Chattanooga, 2,000 feet the close of the PaleohOic era, two well·marked within the St.ates of Virginia and Tennessee 
at the Tennessee-Vif'ginia line, and 2,500 or 2,700 peneplains have been produced in the Appa. belongs to the Tennessee watersheil. The largest 
feet at its highest point, on the divide between lachian province. The earlier and more extensive hranch of the Tennessee River is the Holston) 
the New and Tennessee rivers. From this point of these peneplains was formed in the Cretaceous which enters this territory at the southeastern cor· 
it descends to 2,200 feet in the valley of New i period, and the time during which the earth's ner, passes around t,he northeastern end of Bays 
River, 1,500 to 1,000 feet in the .Tames River' crust Wit" free from movement was so great that Mountain, and leaves the arel1 at the center of 
basin, and 1,000 to 500 feet in the Potomac basin. the surface "ras wom down t.o an almost feature· its southern border. Its only important tributary 
Throughout Pennsylvania it maintains about the IE'ssplain. 1'his process was interrupted by earth within the area of this sheet is the North Fork, 
same elevation as in the Potomac basin. These movements which raised the surface far above its ,vhieh, heading some distance to the northeast, 
figures represent the average ele\Cation of the former positioll, but the elevation was unequal flows along the southern base of Clinch Mountain 
valley surface, below which the stream channels' and the surface was greatly warped. In the and enters the main stream just below Kingsport. 
Me sunk from 50 to 250 feet, and above which ensuing Eocene, awl possibly the early Neocene, Big 1\foccasin Creek, a branch of the North Fork, 
the yalley ridges rise from 500 to 2,000 feet. a second peneplain was formed, but the time duro is noteworthy, sillce it has cut the only water gap 

The pllLteau, or western, division increases in alti· ing whie}) the relation of land ana sea remained in Clinch 110untain in a distance of 150 miles. 
tude from 500 feet at the southern edge of the constant ,vas short, and only the softer rocks were Between Clinch and Powell mountains the drain· 
province to 1,500 feet in :northern Alabama, 2,000 worn down to the baselevel of erosion. Again the age is almost entirely confined to Clinch River, 
feet in central Tennessee, and 3,500 feet in SOUt}l· process was interrupteil by elevation; the surface \vhich, entering on the eastern side, crosses the 
eastern Kentucky. It is between 3,000 and 4,000 wal'J:led as it rose; and the seeond peneplain, in territory diagonally to the southwest. In this 
feet high in \Vest Virgillia,and descends to al)(lUt its deformation, resembles the iirst. The more region it has three large tributaries: J\~ol"t.h Fork, 
2,000 feet in Pennsylvania. From tbe eastel'll edge recent history of the province is one of general Copper Creek, and Guest River. ~orth Fork has 
tlJe plateau slopes gradually --iVestward, although elevation accompanied by oscillations which have its SOUl'ce at the eounty line between Powell 
it is generally separated from the interior lowlands I at various epochs all<nved the sea to transgress Mountain and ,Vallin Ridge, and flows in general 
by an abrupt escarpment. upon the land and then again lifted the latter southwest, joining Clinch River just west of the 

Dl'ainage of the Appalachian p,'ovlnce.-All of above its present level. During this time the limits of the sheet. Copper Creek, rising east of 
the western, or plateau, divisjon of the province, modern river gorges were cut and much of the the Estillvi11e·sheet area) flows nearly west, 
except a small portion in Pennsylvania and another present low·level topography was produced. behveen the l'i\Ter and mountain, joining the main 
in A labama, is drained by streams flowing west· TopogJ'(1pllY of tlU] Estill1}ille m'ea..-This sheet stream at Speer Ferry. Guest Hiver, heading 
ward to the Ohio. The northern portion of the includel'l portions of the Cumberland Plateau and north of this territory, flows south to Norton, 
eastern, or Appalachian Mountain, division is of the Appalachian Vaney. The topography of I thence east around the end of Powell Mountain, 
drained eastward to the Atlantic, while south of the plateau is \vell illustrated by the forms found and joins the Clineh River about 10 miles beyond 
New Ri\'er all except thc eastern slope is drained in the 8ync1ine north of Stone and Powell moun· the eastern limit of the sheet. Stock, Stony, and 
westward by tributaries of the Tennessee or tains, while that of the valley is exhibited in the Cove el'eeks are small streams heading in Powell 
southward by tributaries of the Coosa. L succession ot parallel ridges shown in the south· Mountain and uniting with the river above Clinch· 

The position of the streams in the Appalachian ern portion of the sheet. port. Through the limestone ridge north of 
Valley is mainly dependent upon the geologic The highest summits on this sheet were 1m\' Clinchport Stock Creek has cut an interesting 
structure. In general they flow in courses ,,,hich ridges in Cretaceous time; the even crests or the tunnel, whose sout.hern entrance is picturesque, 
for long distances are parallel to the mountains valley ridges are the scattered remnants of the consisting of a magnificent portal opening from 
on either side, following the lesser vallcys along early peneplain j and the present valleys are a ,,,,ild and rugged ravinf'!. The tunnel is now 
the outcrops of the softer rocks. These longitu. portions of the lat.er plain. Only two areas utilized by the South Atlantic and Ohio Railroad, 
dinal streams empty into a number of larger, trans· I remain that werf'! not reduced to the baselevel ant] is an important scenic feature of that route. 
verse rivers, which cross one or the other of the of erosion during Cretaeeous t.ime. One of these Powell River, the smallest tlibutary of the 
barriers limiting the valley. In the northet'll pol" is the eastern end of Powell Mountain, culminat· Tennessee in this section, follmvs an in-egular 
tion of the province these transverse ri"ers are ing ill High Knob, 4,188 feet above sea·level: the course from near Norton southwestward through 
the Delaware, Susquehanna, Potomac, James, and other area is Big Black )'fountain, reaching over Big ~tone Gap and Powell Valley far beyond the 
Roanoke, each of which passes through the Appa. 4,100 feet in altitude. The Cretaceous peneplain limits of this sheet. It has no large tributaries in 
laehian ':\lountains in a narrow gap and flow's east· is almost completely destroyed 1Iy erosion, so that this territory; Ca11ihan, Little Looney, and 
ward to the sea. In the central portion of the its surface is represented no,,,, only in the crests of Pigeon creeks, and Roaring, South, and ~orth 
province these longitudinal streallJS fmm the Kew the higher ridges. In the southern portion of the forks are the most important branches. The 
(or Kanawha) River, which flows westward in a sheet, the plain formerly extended probably from last drains the portion of Lee County north of 
deep, narrow gorg.e tlll'ough the Cumherland the even crest of Clinch Mountain to tIle summit ~t.OIle Mountain, and emerges through Pennington 
Plateau into the Ohio HiveI'. From New River of Bays Mountain, south of Kingsport. North· Gap a few miles west of Cynthia. 
to northern Georgia the valley js drained by trio· west of Clinch Mountain the ridges are less Big Sandy River is represented by Steele }'ork, 
utal'ies of the Tennessee River, which at Chatta· regular, and therefore they define less precisely the a small creek rising on the mesa east of Gladeville 
nooga leaves the broad valley on its westward position of the plain, but there is a generiil agree- and flowing north into Hussell }'ork. 



The Kentucky portion of the Estillville-sheet 
area is drained entirely by the Cumberland River_ 
Its main head branch, Poor Fork, rises near the 
northern edge of the sheet and flows west along 
the southern hase of Pine Mountain. Its principal 
tributaries are Clover Lick, Clover Fork, and Big 
Looney and Lew-is creeks, each flowing in narrow, 
sharply cut valleys, above which the mountain 
snmmits tower from 1,000 to 2,500 feet. 

GEOLOGY. 
STRATIGRAPH.Y. 

Tlw general sedi'lnent(J;}'y record.-All of t.he 
rocks appearing at the surface within the limits 
of the Estillville atlas sheet are of sedimentary 
origin-that is, they were deposited by water. 
They consist of sandstone, shale, and limestone, 
having an average total thickness of 17,000 feet 
and presenting great variety in composition and 
appearance. The materials of which they are 
composed ,vere originally grayel, sand, and mud, 
derived hom the waste of older rocks, and the 
remains of plants and aniruals which lived \yhile 
the strata "V ere being laid dO\vn. 

These rocks afford a record of almost unintcr-
rupted sedimentation from early Cambrian to late 
Carboniferous time. Their eoruposition and appear
ance indicate at ",-hat distance from shore . .Lild in 
what depth of wuter they \.,."ere deposited. Sand
stones marked by ripples and cross-bedded by 
currents, and shales cracked by the sun, indicate 
shallow water and mud flats j while limestones, 
especially by the fossils they contain, indicate 
greater depth of water and scarcity of sediment. 
The character of the adjacent land is also ShO'Yll 
by the character of the sediments derived from 
its waste. Coarse sandstones and conglomerates, 
such as are found in the Upper Silurian und Car
honiferous, were derived from high land OIl which 
stream grades were steep j or they may have 
resulted from wave action as the sea encroachf'd 
upon a sinking coast. Limestones are formed 
either in the moderate depths of the ocean or in 
shallow water when the adjacent land is near ba~e
level and the streams are too sluggish to carry 
much sediment, except that which is in solution. 
Such a period is favorable to rock decay and to 
the accumulation of deep residual Roils in which 
oxidation is very complete. "\Vhen the land is 
aglLin elevat.ed the red residuary products are 
swept into the sea, probably giving rise to the 
roeks of that color-red sandstones and shales 
near shore, and red argillaceous limestones farther 
out from the source of supply. 

The sea in 'which these sediments \vere laid 
down covered most of the Appalachian province 
and the Mississippi basin, but it probably varied 
from time to time within rather wide limits. 

impure magnesian limestone, but its bMe is quite 
siliceous, containing many thin beds of sandy 
shale. It is not so soluble as the limestone above, 
and not so easily eroded as the bro-wn shale lmme
diatf'ly beneath; consequently it forms low ridges 
or rounded knobs, which are a marked but not a 
striking feature of the Cambrian valleys_ This 
formation takes its name from the town of Rut
ledge, Grainger County, Tennessee, where it is 
,veIl developed. 

Ror;er8'ville shale_-Over most of the area this 
formation is ,"veIl exposed and is a reliahle guide 
to the stratigraphy_ It is a blue, calcareous shale, 
abundantly fossiliferous, and remarkably persist
ent O\-er a large area of northelL'!tern Tennessee_ 
It varies in thickness from 80 to 120 feet, and 
outcrops either in the bottom of the Cambrian 
valleys or upon the backs of the low ridges 
formed by the Rutledge limestone. In Carter 
Valley east of Cloud ford this fornllLtion becomes 
a dark, siliceous limestone, which can not be 
separated from the limestones ahove and below. 
The shale is named from Rogersville, Hawkins 
County, Tennessee. 

",41u}'YL'ille limestone.-Wherever this formation 

stone immediately underlying the blue, fossilifer
ous Chickamauga limestone, and the base is 
equally well marked by a, black, sandy limestone 
in contact with the Kolichucky shale. 8illee the 
dips (42°) are regular throughout, and the expos· 
ures almost continuous, the result CRn hardly be 
questioned. 'Within a mile of this section occurs 
a conglomerate of rounded pebbles of chert in a 
dolomite matrix, ,vhich, if interpreted aright, 
marks a plane of uneonformable deposition. After 
a portion of the dolomite had been deposited, it 
was raised above the level of the sea. This ele-
yated area was .'luhjected to erosion, and an indef
inite amount Wail removed rl"Orn the surface of the 
landt along the shore of which the cherty con· 
glomerate formed. Again the land sank below 
the level of the sea, when deposition of the dolo
mite vms resnmed under conditions so nearly like 
those existing before the uplift that no visible 
unconformity can be found. The reduced thick 
ness of the formation and the cherty conglomerate 
are the only remaining eyidences of this interrup
tjon in the deposition. 

SILCUIAN STRATA. 

OCCllrs in this district it is a comparati\'ely pure, Ohkkam,uuflu limestone.-A bove the white, 
heavy-hedded, blue limestone. In the southeast- argillaceous limestone at the top of the Knox, 
ern portion it carries large masses of chert, which comes a series of blue, flaggy limestones, known 
appear on the surface in rudely spherical bodiefi, us the Chickamauga, from the yalley of Chicka
deeply stained by impregnation of iron. These mallga Creek in 'Valker and Catoosa counties, 
cherts are ,vit.h difficulty separated from those of Georgia. During the deposition of the Knox 
the Knox dolomite, but their peculiar shape, dolomite the land area Routheast of the Appa
together with their stained surface, will generally lachian Valley prohahly was reduced to a low 
serve to distinguish them. The thiekness of this peneplain, from which but little sediment was 
limestone varies from 550 to 650 feet. It is carried to the sea. ,Yith the inauguration of the 
named from Maryville, Blount County, Tennessee. Chickamauga epoch the conditions changed; for 

]loUdnu:ky s7wle.-Aboye the Muryville lime- the sediments indicate that, in consequence of ele
stone occurs a bed of calcareous shale varying in vation of the land, erosion ,vas very active and 
thickness from 500 to 730 feet. In Carter Valley, the streams curried to the sea an immense Itmount 
the center of the formatioIl, is a lentil of massive, of material worn mechanica1ly from the land. 
blue limestone, which attains a maximum thick- The coarsest material was deposited near shorej 
ness of 400 to 500 feet. The shale usually erops fine sand and mud ,vere carried farther out; and 
out along the northern side of the IU'eas of finally, beyond the influence of shore conditions, 
Knox dolomite, and since it is less resistant than limestones .vere formed upon the bottom of the 
the dolomite, it forItls the steep northern slopes of sea. Thus the limestone, which in Powell Valley 
those ridges. Its name is derived from the Noli· can not he less than 1,800 feet -in thickness, is hut 
chucky River, along whose banks it outcrops for 300 or 400 feet thick in the valley of the Holston, 
many miles. and probably disappears altoget.her fllJ'ther south-

The foregoing formations constitute the Cam· east.. The t.ransition from the shore phaRe of suud
brian rocks as they generally appear in this sec- stone aud sandy Rhale to the deep.sea deposit of 
tion. Lithologically they may be divided roughly pure limestone is shown by a group of earthy lime
into two groups: an arenaceous group at the base, stones, which have been mapped as the Mocca.sin 
comprising the Russell formation, and a calcare- formation. Almost all of the noted valleys of 
ous group, embracing the Rutledge limestone, the Appalachians owe their fertility to the out
Rogersville shale, Maryville limestone, and Noli· crop of the Chickamauga limestone. It also 
chucky shale. These two groups are probably carries the famous marbles of East Tennessee, a 
nearly equivalent to the Rome formation and the small area of whieh falls ,vithin the limits of this 
Connasauga shale of northern Georgia and south- sheet. 
ern Tennessee, described in the Kingston, Chatta- Moccasin limestone.-Between the great devel-

CAlIBRIAN STRATA. nooga, and Ringgold folios. That these two opment of Chickamauga limestone in Powell 
R"U8sell formation.-The lowest rocks known groups include all of the rocks of Cambrian age ValJey and the equally great development of 

in this field contain the Olenellus fauna, and is doubtful, since a recent discovery of fossils in shale in the Bays Mountain syncline is the transi
consequently are of Lower Cambrian age. On the Knox dolomite indicates that a portion of tion rock-the argillaceous limestone named as 
Copper Creek, where these fossils occur, the for- that great formation also belongs to the Cambrian above from its occurrence on 'Moccasin Creek. It 
mation consists of thin·bedded sandstone and period. is a red, argillaceous limestone, passing into the 
sandy shale, graduating upward into brown, C.umRO-SILURIAK STRATA. blue, flaggJT Chickamauga limestone below and 
argillaceous shale, and finally into the great mass into the blue and yellow Sevier sh.'11e above, being 
of calcareous strata whieh forms the top of the !(/tox d,olomlte.-Above the Nolichucky shale intermediate between the deep-sea deposits of the 
Cambrian series. The Russell formution is the occurs the greatest limestone formation known in northwestern portion of the sheet and the arena
lowest, and since its base is not exposed, its thick- the province. 'rhis was early named by Safford ceous shore deposits of the Bays syncline. This 
ness can not be determined. About 1,000 feet of the Knox dolomite, from Knox County, Tennessee, formation attains it.s maximum thickness along 
alternating shale, sandstone, and impure limestone and in the Estillville area it retains the principal Clinch Mountain, ,vhere it averages about 500 
are visihle at many points in this region, but the feat.ures 'which characterize it in the type locality. feet. 
strata are adjacent to the great fault lines, and Its lower portion is probably of Cambrian age, 1-'/e'l)ier Rlw/-e.-This great mass of muddy sedi
the true sequence of the beds ean not be ascer- while its upper portion is certainly Silurian. No ments exhibits a wonderful increase in thickness 
tained. The top of the formation usually consists line of division can he drawn in the limestones, : toward the southelL.,t, sh(Hving that the source of 
of brown, argillaceous shale, growing more sandy and hence the ,vhole is considered a unit of the material was in that direction, and probably 
below and varying in thickness from 200 to 600 Cambro-Silurian age. It is generally a gray mag- at no great distance. Its name is del'iyed from 
feet. This shale attains its maximllm d.evelop- nesian limestone, or dolomite, occurring in thick Seyier Connty, Tennessee, where it is well 
ment north of Clinch H.iver. 80uth of this ri,Ter beds, and is usually covered on its outcrop hy a exposed in the gray shale hills for which that 
there is a rapid transition from the limestone heayy mantle of residufLl chert. The cherts occur region is noted.. In Pmvell VaUey this shale is 
above to the sandy shale and thin-bedded sand- as flattened nodules in the limestone, and are 400 or 600 feet in thickness, yarying in character 
stone below. In the vidnity of Fairviel\T the usually white in color and very dense j but some- from calcareons shale at the base to \"ery sandy 
lower portion of the formation contains many times they are composed of grains of silica or shale at the top. Along Clinch ~follIltain the 
beds of dark, impure ferruginous limestone, oolites in the form of a very porous sandstone. same ammgement is found, hut the thickness has 
which on weathering produces a bright.red soil. The cherts in the npper thousand feet of the for- increased to 1,200 or 1,500 feet. Soutlleast of 
This formation is evervwhere ,veIl marked and mation are frequently fossiliferous, containing Clinch Mountain these rocks have been eroded, 
easily distinguishable by its t.opography. Its forms of Calciferous age. except in the Bays syncline, in which they attain 
sandy beds ghTe rise to sharp, comby ridges) In this area the formation varies in thickness their greatest thickness,--more than 3,000 feet. 
which stand up in striking contrast to the low, from 2,100 to 3,000 feet, being much thinner than it The base is generally a black shale, varying from 
rounded knobs about them. usually is in East Tennessee. The minimum (2,100 a few feet in thickness on the northern side of 

Rntledge limestone.-Immediately oyerlying the: feet) was obtained in a carefully measured section Bays Mountain to 500 or 800 feet on the southern 
brown, argillaceous shale is the Rutledge lime· I \vhere Clinch River cuts the Big or Copper Ridge, side. A hove the black shale iR an indefinite 
stone, which attains a thicknesR of from 200 to Routh of CHnchport. The top of the formation is thickness of blue and yellow shale, becoming 
240 feet. Its upper portion is a vel")' dark, here dearly defined by a white, argillaceous lime- more sandy toward the upper portion of the series, 

though carrying many beds of limestone even near 
the top. Owing to structural complications, it is 
exceedingly difficult to determine the thickne'ss of 
this formation, but the average of se\Teral sections 
in the Rays .Mountains is 4,000 feet. 

Bays sandstone.-The Sevier fl.hale is overlain 
by a red sandstone or sandy shale, which varies 
from 140 to RoO feet in thickness. Its maximum 
development occurs near the center of the sheet, 
from ,vhich it diminishes toward both the north. 
west and the southeast. Tn the northwestern 
corner of the sheet, where the Clinch sandstone is 
absent, the Bays sandstone forms sha,rp ridges or 
serrate knobs, but it is generally less prominent 
tllan the harder sandstone above it, and appears 
only on the steep northwestern slopes of the valley 
ridges. This formation takes its name from the 
Rays Mountain, south of Kingsport. 

Olinch sandstone.-Of all the Silurian forma
tions, the most important in its f'ffeet upon the 
topography of the region is the Clinch sandstone, 
which, tlll'Ough superior hardness, hitS withstood 
erosion morc successfully than the adjacent forma
tions j consequently it forms the highest of the 
valley ridges. This sandstone attains a thickness 
of 500 feet on Clin(:h Mountain, from which it 
df'ri \'es its name. It diminishes to 300 feet in the 
Bays .Mountain, and north\vestward it disappears 
entirely in Po'well Valley near the western edge 
of the sheet. It is generally one massive bed 
of coarse, white sandstone, but in Bays Moun
tain it is di\'ided into a Humber of he"ayy b€'ds~ 
with bright-red shales bet,veen. The ridges 
formed by this sandstone are Rays, Clinch, and 
Powell mountains and \Vallin Ridge. 

Rockwood f'orrna#on.-Ahove the heavy Clinch 
sandstone oc~nr shales and sandstoneR of "vru'iabJe 
thickness and composition. In Powell Valley the 
formation is from 400 to 600 feet in thickness, 
while on Clinch Mountain it is probably less 
than 100 feet thick. \Vhel'e it attains its m[Lxi· 
mum, along Stone Mountain, it forms the Ro-called 
Poor Valley Ridge-a low, irregular line of knobs 
along the foot of the mountain. South of this it 
has but little influence on the topography, since 
it outcrops only on the slopes of t.he Clinch sand
stone ridges. 

Rockwood sami8tone.-In the syncline south of 
Clinch Mountain there is a heusy sandstone at 
the top of the formation just described. It is 
always coarse, freqnently eonglomeratic, and from 
15 to 20 feet in thickness. It has not been fOllnd 
farther south west than Little \Var Gap, near the 
western erlge or the area, ","here it is 10 or 12 
feet thick. Towurd the northeast, howeyer, it 
thickens rapidly and becomes a persistent and 
prominent member sepamting two important iron
bearing strata. For this reason it is desirable to 
show its outcrop on the regular geologic map, 
although it is only a lentil of coarse sandstone at. 
the top of the series. 

The entire formation takes its name from Rock
wood, Roane County, Tennessee, where it 1ms fur
nished ores for commercial use for twenty-five 
years. The upper bed is called the Roebvood 
sandstone. 

Hancock limestone.-This formation is practi
cally limitf'd to the region northwest of Clinch 
Mountain, and is named from Hancock County, 
Tenne~see. From a maximum of 275 feet in 
Powell Valley, it thins to a feather-edge toward 
the s011theast. Its former southward extent in 
the .vestern half of the sheet can not be deter
mined, since the great folds and faults between 
Powell and Clinch mountains have lifted this 
limestone far above the present surface, and erosion 
has removed it. South of Clineh Mountain it is 
found only in the region east of Big Moccasin 
Gap, where it is thin and poorly exposed. 

llEVO)lIAN STRATA. 

Ohattanooga black s7wle.-Througbout most of 
the region south of central TenneRsee this forma
tion is less than 50 feet in thickness_ At Big 
Stone Gap it is at least 500 feet thick, and its out
crop around Pmvell Mountain and the eastern end 
of Clineh ,Mountain reaches 900 feet. This may 
be divided into three approximately equal parts. 
The top and bottom consist of It fine, black, car
honaceous shale, and the middle consists of an 
asb-colored, sandy 01' micaceous shale. The black 
sha.le contains so' much ca,rbonaceolls matter t}mt 
it is frequently mistaken for hituminous coal. In 
fact, coal seams a fraction of an ineh in thickness 
are not uncommon in the formation, hut nothing 



of commercial importance has ever been discov
ered On weathering, the shales produce a white, 
tenacious clay, forming the "poor valleys" of the 
region. 

fkuAni/er shak.-Above the black shale occur 
strata of sandy shale and thin-bedded sandstone, 
which may be either Devonian or Carbonif~rous. 
They are named from Grainger County, Tennessee, 
and are here provisionally classed as Devonian 
until their fossils can be more thoroughly studied 
and their age determined. They vary in thick· 
ness from 400 feet in the northeastern part of the 
sheet to 980 feet in the southern portion. They 
form sharp, narrow ridges, with a "poor valley" 
on one side and on the other a broad valley carved 
in the Carboniferous limestone. 

OARBONIFEROUS STRATA. 

NlfWman limestow.-The base of the Carbon· 
iferous system is probably the Newman limestone, 
a persistent member of the great sheet of marine 
deposits stretching from Pennsylvania to central 
Alabama. and thence northwestward across the 
Mi"issippi basin. At Big Stone Gap the forma
tion is 930 feet thick, and is composed in its upper 
part of calcareous shale, graduating downwaro 
into shaly limestone and hard, blue, cherty lime
stone. In the Clinch syncline its thickness is at 
least 1,500 feet, but the same arrangement of sedi· 
ments prevails. This limestone usually produces 
valleys, but along the northern face of Powell 
Mountain, in the vicinity of Big Stone Gap, it 
forms a line of very bold and rugged cliffs. The 
formation :receives its name from Newman Ridge, 
Hancock County, Tennessee. 

Peninington 8hale.-This formation, named 
from Pennington Gap, Lee County, Virginia, is 
made up of calcareous and argillaceous shale, a 
"few beds of impure limestone, and heavy sand
stone. Its base is quite calcareous, but its top is 
composed of red and purple ,hale, carrying 
locally thin seams of coal. Its thickness along 
Stone Mountain, where it is best exposed, is about 
1,100 feet. In the Clinch syncline east of Big 
Moccasin Gap, only the base of this formation is 
preserved, consisting of thin sandstones and sandy 
shale, a few hundred feet in thickness. 

Lee conglomerate.-The base of the Coal Me ... 
ures in this region consists of a conglomerate 
member, which is exceptionally thick and com
plex. It is named from Lee County, Virginia, 
where it is well exposed in the southern face of 
the Cumberland escarpment. lUi maximum thick· 
ne .. of 1,530 feet is attained at Big Stone Gap, 
fl'()m which place it decreases toward the north
west to 1,200 feet near the northwestern corner of 
the territory. This formation is composed of three 
beds of massive sandstone or conglomerate, sepa
rated by intervals of shale, the whole carrying 
from two to six" seams of coal. The massive 
sandstone, or Bee rock, forming the top of the 
series, is about 100 feet in thickness, and makes 
conspicuous topographic features at the head of 
every gap through the ridge. The basal member 
is usually the coarsest, being a mass of rounded 
quartz pebbles from the size of a pea to an inch 
in diameter. The formation is the most resist
ant one in this region, and consequently makes the 
most pronounced ridges. Where it has been 
sharply upturned it form, the monoclinal ridge, of 
Pine and Stone mountains; where it lies nearly 
horizontal it protects the measures below from 
rapid erosion "and produces mesas and broad 
mountain snmmits, as in Powell Mountain, n-ear 
the eastern edge of the area. No trace of the 
Lee conglomerate has been discovered southeast 
of the Hunter Valley fault, and therefore its orig
inal extent in that direction is problematic. It 
attains its greatest development along the south· 
eastern side of the coal field, which seems to indi
cate the proximity of a former shore·line in that 
vicinity. 

Norton lormation.-Above the Lee conglom. 
erate is a mass of coal-bearing sediments, about 
1,280 feet in thickness, consisting of shales, coals, 
and sandstones, which are here grouped together 
as one formation and named from the town of 
Norton. The upper limit of the formation is the 
base of a massive sandstone, which is well exposed 
about Gladeville, in Wise County. The coal 
seams, which are most important in this torma
tion, show a peculiar stratigraphic and geographic 
alTangement. In the eastern portion of the field, 
near Tacoma, the principal BeamB lie within a few 
hundred feet of the Lee conglomerate j in the 

Eeti1lvllle-8. 

vicinity of Big Stone Gap they are near the top; departure from the horizontal i, called the pitch, 
and on the Poor Fork, in Kentucky, it is doubtful and is usually but a few degrees. In addition to 
whether this formation contains any workable the folding, and as a result of the continued action 
seams. The Norton formation has two principal of the same forces which produced it, the strata 
lines of outcrop, one along the northern base of along certain lines have been fractured, allowing 
Stone Mountain and the other along the southern one portion to be thrust forward upon the other. 
base of Pine Mountain. Such a break i, called alault. If the arch i, eroded 

Gladeville 8andstone.-From the top of the Lee and the ,yncline is buried beneath the overthI"1li!t 
conglomerate to the base of the Harlan sandstone, mass, the strata at the surface may all dip in one 
capping Big Black Mountain, there is a succes- direction. They then appear to have been 
sion of shales, coals, and sandstones, 2,600 or deposited in a continuous series. Folds aud faults 
2,700 feet in thickness, which can be separated are often of great magnitude, their dimensions 
into formations only with the greatest difficulty. being measured by miles, but they also occur on 
In BUch a great series, carrying many valuable a very small, even a microscopic, scale. In folds 
coal seams, a stratum. which can be recognized and faults of the ordinary type, rocks change 
throughout the field i, an important aid to the their form mainly by motion on the bedding 
correlation of the coal seams. The Gladeville planeS. Iu the more minute dislocations, how
sandstone, occurring about the middle of this ever, the individual fragments of the rocks are 
series, is the only stratum which thus far has bent, broken, and slipped past one another, causing 
been identified over a wide area, and conse- o/.eatvage. Extreme development of these minute 
quently it is worthy of close study by all who dislocations is attended by the growth of new 
are interested in the structure and stratigraphy of minerals out of the fragments of the old-a pro· 
the field. It is a very coarse sanru.tone, from 100 cess which is called metamorphism. 
to 120 feet in thickne,s, and i, generally thick· St'"1Wtwre 01 the Appalackdan 1""OVi1we.-Each 
bedded. In the region about Gladeville-from subdivision of the province is characterized by a 
which it derives its name-it is approximately distinctive type of structure. In the plateau 
horizontal, and forms a broad table-land about 600 region and westwaro the rocks are generally hori
feet above the level of the streams draining the zontal and retain their original composition_ In the 
region; whereas farther west it simply produces valley the rocks have been steeply tilted, bent 
,harp, rocky knob, on the 'pur, of Little Black into folds, broken by faults, and to ,ome extent 
Mountain. In the Kentucky valleys it always altered into slates. In the mountain district 
shows in the beru. of 'the streams as a coarse sand· faults and folds are important features of the 
stone almost free from bedding planes. structure, but the form of the rocks has been 

Wise forrnation.-Above the Gladeville sand· changed to a greater extent by the minute breaks of 
stone there is a mass of sediments, 1,270 feet iIi cleavage and by the growth of n~w minerals. In 
thickness, which is very similar to the Norton for- the valley region the folds and faults are parallel 
mation, except that its coal seam.s are neither 80 to the old shore-line, extending in a northeast and 
valuable nor so numerous. Important coal horl. southwest direction for very great distances. 
zons occur at its base and at its extreme top, but Some of these faults have been traced 300 miles, 
being located far up on the slopes of the moun- and some folds even farther. Many folds main
tains, they have received little attention from tain a uniform size for great distances, bring
prospectors. The outcrops of this formation are ing to the surface a single formation in a nar
along the ,teep slope, of Big Black and Little row line of outcrop on the axi, of the anticline, 
Black mountains and are frequently masked by and another formation in a similar narrow outcrop 
the heavy debris from the formation capping their in the bottom of the syncline. The folds are also 
summits. It is named from Wise County, Vir- approximately equal to one another in height, 80 

ginia. that many parallel fold, bring to the surface the 
Harlatn sandatone.-The highest member of the same formations. The rocks dip at all angles, and 

geologic column in this territory is the Harlan frequently the sides of the fold are compressed 
sandstone, so named from Harlan County, Ken. until they are parallel Where the folds have been 
tucky. It is composed mainly of coarse, white overturned, it is always toward. the northwest, 
sandstone, but includes many beds of sandy shale producing southeastern dips on both limbs of the 
and thin coal seams. Its base is particularly fold. In the southern" portion of the A pp~achian 
prominent, being an extremely massive sandstone Valley, where this type of structure prevails, 
about 40 feet thick, and forming, on some of the scarcely a bed can be found which dips toward 
narrow spurs, rugged and picturesque ledges. the northwest. 
The present thickness of this formation, measured Out of the closed folds the faults were devel
to the highe't ,ummit of the mountain, i, 880 oped, and with few exception, the fault plane, 
feet. Whether thi, extend, to the top of the dip toward the southe .. t and are parallel to the 
Carboniferous formations is unknown, since era- bedding planes. Along these planes of fracture 
sion may have removed hundreds of feet of strata the rocks moved to varying distances, sometimes 
originally deposited upon it. The Paleozoic his· as great as 6 or 8 miles. 
tory of this region, so far as it is recorded in the There is a progressive increase in degree of 
sediments of that era, closed with the deposition deformation from northeast to southwest, result
of the Harlan sandstone, unless higher Carbon- ing in difl'erent types of structure in different 
Herous rocks have been eroded from the summit localities. In southern New York the strata are 
of the Big Black Mountain. Since then the but slightly di,turbed by a few inconspicuous 
region has been a land area, and its record has folds. Many new folds are developed in Pennsyl
been written in the forms of relief sculptured vania, and all are of increased magnitude, but the 
upon its surface. These forma have been folds are open, and, as a rule, the dips are 
described under the head of Topography, where a gentle. This structure holds as far south as 
sketch was given of the general conditions pre· central Virginia, where a few folds on the eastern 
vailing during post-Paleozoic time. side of the Great Valley have been compressed. to 

STRUCTURE. such an extent that faulting has ensued. In south· 
ern Virginia and northern Tennessee faults become 

])efln"itum of tCI'tn8.-AiJ the materials forming more common, and open folds are the exception. 
the rocks of this region were deposited upon the From central Tennessee to Georgia and Alabam.a 
sea bottom, they must originally have extended in almost" every fold is broken, and the strata form 
nearly horizontal layers. At present, however, an imbricated structure, in which all of the beds 
the beds are usually not horizontal, but are dip to the southeast. Throughout Alabama the 
inclined. at various angles, their edges appearing faults are fewer in number, their horizontal dis
at the surface. The angle at which they are placement is much greater, and the folds are 
inclined is called the dip. In the process of somewhat more open. 
deforntation the strata have been thrown into a In the Appalachian Mountains" the same strue
series of arches and troughs. In describing the,e ture is found that marks the Great Valley, ,uch 
fold, the term BJlncWn6 i, applied to the down· as the eastward dips, the cloee folds, the thro,t 
ward·bending trough and the term anticliru> to. fault" etc. In addition to these changes of form, 
the upward.bending arch. A synclinal u.rcie i. a which took place mainly by motion on the bed· 
line running lengthwise in the synclinal trough, ding planes, there was developed a series of 
at every point occupying its lowest part, toward minute breaks across the strata, producing cleav
which the rocks dip on either side. An anti- age, or a tendency to split readily along these 
clinal axis is a line which occupies at every point new planes. These planes dip southeast, usually 
the highest portion of the anticlinal arch, and about 60". As the breaks became more frequent 
away from which the rocks dip on either ,ide. and greater, they were accompanied by growth of 
The axis may be horizontal or ine:lined. Its new minerals out "of the fragments of the old 

All rocks, both sedimentary and original crystal. 
lin., were ,ubjected to this process, and the final 
products of the metamorphism of very differ. 
ent l'ocks are often indistinguishable. Through
out the entire Appalachian province there is a 
regular increase of metamorphism towaro the 
southeast, so that a bed quite unaltered at the 
border of the Great Valley can be traced through 
greater and greater changes until it has lost every 
original character. 

The structures above described are manifestly 
the result of horizontal compression which acted 
in a northwest-southeast direction, at right angles 
to the trend of the folds and cleavage planes. 
The compression began in early Paleozoic time 
and probably continued at intervals up to its cuI· 
mination after the close of the Carboniferous. 

In addition to the horizontal force of compres· 
sion, the province haa been subjected to forces 
which have repeatedly elevated and depressed its 
snrface. In post·Paleozoic time there have been 
at least three and probably more periods of 
decided oscillation of the land, due to the action 
of vertical forces. In e\rery case the movements 
have resulted in the warping of the surface, and 
the greatest uplift has generally coincided with 
the Great Valley. . 

b'Zl'uctul'e 8eCtions.-The sections on the strue
ture sheet represent the strata as they would 
appear in the sides of a deep trench cut across 
the country. Their position with reference to the 
map i, on the line at the upper edge of the blank 
space_ The vertical and horizontal scales are the 
same, so that the actual form. and slope of the 
land and the actual dips of the strata are shown. 
These sections represent the structure as it is 
infeITed from the position of the strata observed 
at the surface. On the scale of tlIe map they can 
not represent the minute details of structure, and 
they are therefore somewhat generalized from the 
dips obsel'Ved in a belt a few miles in width along 
the line of the section. 

Fault" are repre,ented on the map by a heavy, 
solid or broken line, and in the section by a line 
whose inclination shows the probable dip of the 
fault plane, the arrows indicating the direction in 
which the strata have been moved on its opposite 
sides. 

sw-wwwr. 01 the E.tiUvirle 8heet.-The folding 
and faulting which took place during the Paleo· 
zoic age affected this entire territory. The com· 
pression is most apparent in the southeastern 
portion of the Appalachian Valley, the fold, 
in that part of the territory being closely 
appressed or faulted and overthrust. The -
principal exception to this is the Bays Mountain -
'yncline, which is a broad, open fold, slightly 
faulted on it, southeastern side. This broad fold 
has affected the structure to the northwest as far 
as the Hunter Valley fault. From whichever 
direction the thru,t was applied that folded the 
rocks of this region, the great mass of sediment 
in the Bays Mountain syncline has acted as a 
barrier against which the strata to the northwest 
were thrust or has itself been thrust forward from 
the southeast against the folded rocks on the 
northwe,tern ,ide of the valley. The re,ult is that 
all the fold, opposite the broad part of the 'yn· 
cline are closely compressed and faulted, but those 
farther east, beyond the deepest part of the basin, 
are but 'lightly di,turbed and show light south. 
ea,tward dip,. The fold, have bent around the 
point of the syncline, giving rise to considerable 
change in the direction of the ridg ... 

North of the Hunter Valley fault the folds are 
generally open and the dip' comparatively light. 
In the vicinity of Big Stone Gap the most promi
nent ,tructural feature i, the Powell Valley 
anticline, which originates in this" territory and 
extends southwest as far as Rome, Georgia. 
Southwest of Big Stone Gap, erosion has cut 
deeply into the arch and no trace of the fold is 
,hown in the topography, but to the eastward the 
arch is flatter and erosion has removed it only as 
far as Little Stone Gap. This anticline i, of the 
regular Appalachian type, with ,teeply dipping 
,trata on ito northwe,tern ,ide and lightly dip
ping, nearly horizontal rocks on its southeastern 
side. 

Between the Powell Valley anticline and the 
Hunter Valley fault there form~rly existed a syn
cline, which is now nearly obliterated by the mass 
of Cambrian rocks overthrust from the southern 
Bide of the fault. 

Northwe,t of the Powell Valley anticline i, the 



broad Middlesboro syncline, which, from an eco· 
nomic standpoint, is the most important structural 
feature of the region.. This syncline is from 12 to 
15 miles broad, and is occupied by Big Black 
Mountain, whose summits rise 4,100 feet above 
sea-level and 2,700 feet above Big Stone Gap. 
This ridge forms the watershed between the Cum· 
berland and Tennessee drainage basins, and its 
crest marks the State line between Kentucky and 
Virginia. The northwestern edge of this syncline 
originally rose in an anticlinal fold, which broke, 
and its southern limb, now' forming Pine Mountain, 
was thrust upon the nearly horizontal rocks of the 
Kentucky basin. This fold and fault, together with 
Pine Mountain-the topographic feature depend. 
ing upon them-disappear a short distance to the 
northeast in the un broken coal fields of West 
Virginia. 

There are six principal faults crossing this 
territory and extending an indefinite distance in 
either direction. The Hunter Valley and the 
Clinch Mountain faults have been traced continuo 
ously for 300 to 350 miles. Besides these prin. 
cipal faults, there are 16 or 17 minor ones, whose 
courses are either parallel to the great faults or 
cross the folds at various angles. 

Any marked change in the strike of the folds 
tends to produce complications in tbe stru<.iure. 
If the change is by a broad curve the strata 
adjust themselves without marked disturbance, 
but where the trend changes abruptly one of two 
things must occur: either the beds on the outside 
of the curve must stret('h and separate under the 
tensile strain, or the strata on the inside of the 
curve must buckle under the compression and 
finally break along the line of least resistance. 
This form of plication has occurred in several 
places where the strike of the strata changes in 
conformity with the lenticular 'hape of the Bays 
Mountain syncline. Thus, Clinch Mountain, 
entering the sheet at the southwestern corner and 
pursuing its normal northeastward trend as far as 
Speer FelTY, swings quite abruptly due east to 
Big Moccasin Gap. This great bend, shared by 
all of the strata lying south of the mountain, 
produced such strains that the strata lying 
south of Stanley Valley were buckled, forming 
small cross·folds at the point of greatest com· 
pression, which is on a line from Church Hill to 
EI.. At Ela there is a sharp fold in the m .. ,i •• 
Knox dolomite and the Cambrian strata beneath; 
while on Alexander Creek the compression has 
been severe enough to produce a slight fault. In 
the vicinity of Big Moccasin Gap there is a 
reverse bend, and again the strata on the concave 
side have been folded and crushed. This line of 
weakness, extending from Big Moccasin Gap to 
Clinch port, has caused three distinct folds or 
breaks: one in Copper Ridge, one in Moccasin 
Ridge, and one in Clinch Mountain. At Clinch
port a transverse fault has cut entirely across 
Copper Ridge, the western portion being thrust 
northwestward almost a mile, so that the outcrop 
of the Knox dolomite is not continuous.. In 
Moccasin Ridge a sharp fold has occurred, and 
possibly some faulting, but not enough to be 
noticeable. In Clinch Mountain a cross·fold and 
fault have determined the location of Big Moc
casin Gap. On the western side of the gap the 
Clinch sandstone stands almost vertical, while 
on the eastern side it has a dip of only 25°. 
Into the fault thus produced in the heavy sand· 
stone, the soft Devonian shales have been thrust, 
and they are now seen in ~mtcrop throughout the 
whole of the gap, resting upon the Sevier shales 
below. Parallel to this fault and about a mile 
distant to the south the Grainger shale is faulted 
in a similar manner and the Chattanooga black 
shale is brought into contact with the Newman 
limestone. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The mineral resources of the Estill ville area, 
consisting of coal, iron ore, marble, lime, and 
building stone, have been but slightly developed, 
and their value and extent are not well known. 

Cbal.-By far the most important mineral 
resource of this territory ,is coal. As stated under 
Structure, the Middlesboro syncline is the prin. 
cipal coal basin, including in this sheet an area of 
225 square miles. There is a smaller basin, and 
one of less importance economically, in the syn
cline of Powell Mountain, but the coal.bearing 
rocks lie so high above drainage in this basin that 
most of the valuable coals, if they ever extended 

over it, have been eroded, leaving nothing over 
large areas but the comparatively barren Lee con· 
glomerate. Coal of con:;unercial . importance is 
reported at a few points, but generally the con· 
ditions of structure or location are unfavorable 
for economic mining. On Stock Creek a seam 3 
feet thick h88 been opened for local use. It is 
about 60 feet above the conglomerate, and shows 
in a number of places. On McGee Creek, on the 
south face of Powell Mountain, a fine seam of 
cannel coal has been faced up, ann shows from 4 
to 6 feet in thickness, but the coal is much 
crushed and contorted and is in poor condition to 
be mined. The bed OCCU1'S apparently a few feet 
below the conglomerate, and is the only import
ant seam known in this area at that horizon. In 
general the strata along this slope of Powell 
Mountain are too much disturbed to render min· 
ing profitable. 

In the Middlesboro syncline but little practical 
development has been attempted. On Little 
Looney Creek, a mile above Callihan, a mine is 
operated in a small way by the South Atlantic 
and Ohio Railroad Company; and the Big Stone 
Gap Colliery Company has opened mines on 
Powell River a mile above West Norton. 

The worka.ble coals occur mainly in the Norton 
formation, and they are found· at different hori· 
zons in different portions of the field. As a rule, 
the lower coals are confined to the eastern part of 
the field and the higher ones to the western. The 
lowest coal of importance is about 200 feet above 
the conglomerate, and is exposed in the creek at 
Tacoma, having the following section: 

.... ". Coal • , 
Shale • a 
Coal • 7 
Knife-edgepartWg. 
Coal 
Dirty ooal 
Coal 

Total .. ,. 
Jj""'arlher east it appears to split into two seams, ODe 
of which swells to a thickness of 8 or 10 feet on 
Russell Creek, east of this sheet, where it is mined 
under the name of the Jawbone seam. 

From Tacoma eastward a higher coal, known 
locally as the Widow Kennedy seam, is very 
prominent. It is about 425 feet above the con· 
glomerate, and at the old Greeno·Bodine mines, 
east of Tacoma, it shows a thickness of 4 feet 1 
inch at the mouth of the mine. It has been 
abandoned, as too variable in thickness to work. 
This seam was opened about 10 miles east of 
Tacoma, where the same trouble was experienced 
and the mine was abandoned. 

Above the Kennedy coal 260 feet is an import
ant seam, which also occurs in workable thickness 
from Tacoma eastward. It is known as the Lower 
Banner, and at the Greeno·Bodine mines is 
reported as varying from 4 feet to 4 feet 10 inches 
in thickness. This coal may possibly extend as 
far west as Big Stone Gap, since a coal outcrops 
on Little Looney Creek at about this horizon 
with the following section: 

Ft. In. 
cO&! 1 • 
Shale. , • 
CO&! 1 

Total .. -. 
. About 110 feet above the LQwer Banner occurs 

the Upper Banner, which is also limited to the 
territory east of Tacoma. At. the mine east of 
the town its section is reported as follows: 

.... In. 
Coal , , 
8latepariing, someeoal • 1. 
CO&! , 
Sandstone parting • 
Coal • 

Total ,. -; 

These are the most important coal seams in the 
vicinity of Tacoma. and, with the exception noted, 
they are probably limited to the eastern portion 
of the territory. 

The next higher coals occur in the vicinity of 
Big Stone Gap. The most prominent of these is 
the Imboden seam, which can be traced continuo 
ously from Norton to the Lee County line; but it 
has not been recognized in that county, nor in the 
Kentucky field, across the mountains. In the 

ing section haa been doubtfully identified as the Gladeville sandstone, ·or at the toj> of the Norton 
Imboden: formation. On Powell River north of Norton it 

" In. shows as follows: 
Co,", 1 • 
Shale . 5 8 
Coal 8 • 
Shale. • 6 
Coal a a 

"'. '". 
Coal 8 6 
Shaly coal. • a 

Total -. 0 

Throughout the valley of Callihan Creek this 
In the mine on Little Looney Creek, the Imboden coal holds a thickness of about 2 feet, but swells 
seam varies in thickness from 5 to 9 feet. Where to a workable seam in Lee County. It has been 
it is 5 feet thick the entire amount is solid coal, opened near Morris Gap, where it shows the fo]. 
but elsewhere the seam splits into two benches, a lowing section: 

Total " 

wedge of dirty coal coming in near the center of 
the seam. On Preacher Creek it shows as follows: 

Sandstone roof. 
Coal 11· 
Bony coal • CO&! 1 
Clay • 
Sandstone floor. 

Total 18 -; 
This thickness does not hold for any great dis· 
tance, for on Mud Lick Creek it has· the follow· 
ing section: 

Coal 
Knlfe.edge parting. 
Coal 
Bony coal 
Coal 
BonycoaJ. 
Co,", 

F<. In. 
1 10 

Total 6 7 

It thickens again eastward, and shows the follow· 
ing section on Roaring Fork at the mouth of 
Whitley Fork: 

Coal 
Bbale . 
Coal 
Dirtycoal . 
Coal 
Shale carrying sulphur 
Cool 

Total 

Ft. III. 
1 6 

• 
"I 
1 
1} 
5 
2t 

10 101 

From this opening it thins rapidly to Black Creek, 
where it is about 4 feet 2 inches thick. East of 
this it exhibits considerable variation in thickness 
and character, as is shown by the following sec· 
tions: 

Cooper op61ling, on PoweU Rif1er fW1·th of Norton. 

Coal 
Shale. 
Coal 

Total. 

Ft. In. 

• • 

Opening 1 mile northeast of Nurton. 

Coal 
Clay 
Coal 
Clay 
Coal 
Clay 
Coal 

Total 

Ft. In. · ,. • 
8 
6 ,. 
8 ,. 

11 

Opemng on GuelJt River at flit) bend easl of Norton. 

Co,", 
Clay 
Coal 
Clay 
Coal . 
Dlrtyeoal . 
Coal 
Shale . 
Coal 
Shale . 
CO&! 

Total 

Ft. In. 
, a 

a 
2 

• a 

East of Norton the identification of the Imboden 
seam is very doubtful. If it is present it is 
probably well up in the hills and of insignifi. 
cant thickness. The Imboden seam is a fine body 
of coal. It produces excellent coke and is 
destined. to furnish fuel to many of the iron fur
naces of the middle South. 

Above the Imboden 50 or 75 feet is a seam of 
coal, known as the Kelly, which in several places 
attains workable thickness, but it may not be 
utilized, since in removing the Imboden the roof 
will be allowed to fall, which will effect'lally pre· 
vent work in this seam. It has probably its great· 
est development on Roaring Fork, where it shows 
as follows: 

Shaly coaJ . 
cO&! 

Total 

.... 
1 

In. 
a 

... On 
Co,", 1 8 
Knife·edge of slate. 
Coal 
Knife·edge of slate. 
Co,", 

Total -. 
On Jones Creek its section is 88 follows: 

"'. In. 
Coal • 7 
Slate • 
Coal • 

Total ... 0 
On Clover Fork it is somewhat thinner, but on 
Big Looney Creek it regainR its normal thickness, 
as the following section shows: 

'" In. 
Coal • a 
Shale. 0 
Coal • 

Total ... 
The important coals above this horizon are 

mainly limited to the Kentucky portion of the 
field. Just above the Gladeville sandstone occurs 
a coal which on the Virginia side is insignificant 
but which has a phenomenal development on 
Clover Lick Creek. Near the mouth of this creek 
the seam shows 16 feet of so1id coal, but unfor· 
tunately this extreme thickness does not hold for 
any great distance. On Big Looney Creek, 2 or 3 
miles east of the last·described exposure, it shows 
in a small stream, with the following section: 

.... In • 
Coal • 6 
Shalycoal . • 6 
Coal 6 
Shale 6 
Coal 8 
Shale a 
Coal • 
Shale • 
Coal • Shale. • 
Coal ,. 

Total 

Above this heavy seam three quite important 
seams occur in an interval of about 200 feet. 
The first, about so feet above the sandstone, 
is 3 feet thick on Callihan Creek; on Clover 
Fork near the mouth of Razor Fork, 5 feet; and 
on Clover Lick Cre~k, 5 feet 3 inches. The 
second, a persistent seam, is about 120 feet above 
the sandstone, and has obtained considerable 
prominence on the Virginia side under the name 
of the Cannel seam. On Preacher Creek its 
section is 88 follows: 

" '". Ca.nnel shale • • 
Cannel coal • 0 
Shale. • Shaly coal . • 
Shale • 
Coal 
Shale 
Coal 

Total -. -. 
On Big Looney Creek, near its head, this seam 
shows only 20 inches thick, but on Clover Lick 
Creek it swells to 3 feet 9 inches. About 90 feet 
above the Cannel seam the third heavy coal 
OCCUl'B, showing on Callihan Creek 4 feet, and 
near the head of Big Looney Creek 4 feet 1 inch, 
in thickness. 

Another coal horizon, carrying at least one seam 
of considerable importance, is found at the extreme 
top of the Wise formation. On the mountain side 
above the head of Big Looney Creek it· is 7 feet 
3 inches thick, and it probably holds nearly the 
same thickness throughout most of the field. 
Below this, 75 or 80 feet, there is possibly another 
workable coal, but nothing definite is known 
regarding it. 

vicinity of the Lee County line its thickness is At Pioneer, on Callihan Cree~, the Kelly is but 
about 30 inches; in a small branch to the east'ls or 9 inches thick, and it is generally variable 
ward it shows a thickness of 4 feet 6 inches; throughout the field. 
while still farther east a seam having the follow· The next important seam is just beneath the 

As seen from the foregoing sections, the field is 
,upplied with a number of workable seams. The 
deep cutting of the streams and the light dip of 
the strata are favorable for economic mining. On 
the Virginia side the valley' are generally of 



eMY grade, affording opportunities for the con-' 
struction of spurs from the main line of railroad. 
The Kentucky portion has at present no railroad 
facilities, but a feasible line of approach lies up 
the Poor Fork of the Cumberland River, by which 
the coal from the entire valley would :find an out· 
let both to the east and the west. 

Jiron ore.-The most important ore of iron 
occurring in this territory is the red fossil ore, 
which is limited in its occurrence to the Rockwood 
formation. This is generally known as the Clinton 
ore, and is found throughout the Appalachians 
from New York to Alabama. It i, a regularly 
stratified bed, which on its outcrop consists mainly 
of the oxide or soft ore; below drainage it is 
unaffected by surface water and is simply a fer. 
ruginous limestone. The soft or surface ore is 
much sought for on account of its high percent. 
age of iron and the ease with which it can be 
mined. The hard or limestone ore is, on the 
other hand, difficult to mine, and carries only a 
small amount of iron, but is desirable for mixing 
with siliceous ores, since the lime renders it self
fluxing. As a result of their mode of occurrence, 
the soft ores are limited in quantity, whereas the 
hard ores extend to considerable depth. 

In this territory the Rockwood formation is not 
everywhere ore·bearing. On the southern slope 
of Clinch Mountain, where the formation consists 
of sandy shale but little over 100 feet thick, 
no trace of ore could be found. On Powell 
Mountain west of Slemp Gap the formation is 
much thicker, but still no ore has been found of 
co~ercial importance. On Wallin Ridge the 
ore is of workable thickness east of Lovelady 
Gap, where it is mined to supply the furnace at 
Big Stone Gap, but west of Lovelady Gap it 
makes but a small showing in outcrop and is sup
posed to be too thin for commercial purposes. 

Eastward from Big Moccasin Gap, the Rock
wood formation carries in the shale near its top a 
hematite ore which in some sections becomes of 
workable thickness and of good quality. Little 
of it occurs in this territory, but it is to be looked 
for just beneath the Rockwood sandstone. 

Limonite ores are found in almost all residual 
limestone clays, but only in a few places is their 
quantity sufficient for practical purposes. Along 
the Wildcat Valley these ores occur at the hori
zon of the Hancock limestone, and have been 
mined, but not to any considerable extent. 

Marhle.-The Chickamauga lime.tone along 
the northern base of Clinch Mountain cBITies near 
its bottom a variable bed of gray and red, mottled 
marble, and the outcrop of this limestone north of 
Copper Creek contains also some thin beds of gray 
marble. Along the principal line of outcrop the 
marble is extremely variable in character as well 
as in thickness; in places it is highly crystalline 
and of good color, but in most localities it is 
mixed with earthy matter, which detracts greatly 
from its strength and color. Up to this time no 
developments have been undertaken along this 
marble belt. 

LimestoM-Limestone of almo,t every quality 
is very abundant in this region, but it has not as 
yet been utilized, except for local purposes. At Big 
Stone Gap the lower layers of the Newman lime· 
stone are quarried and used for flux in the iron 
furnace at that point. Lime in abundance could 
be produced from many of the beds of limestone 
if the demand would warrant the establishment 
of a plant. Limestone suitable for road metal is 
found almost everywhere, and should be used in 
improving the highways. 

Buildlin(J stone.-This exists in abundance in 
the massive sandstones of the Coal Measures and 
the equally massive Knox dolomite, as well as in 
the soft and easily ornamented marbles of the 
Chickamauga formation. No developments have 
been made in this direction except a few small 
quarries in the vicinity of Big Stone Gap to sup
ply the local demand. 

SOILS. 

In this territory the soils are almost as clearly 
differentiated as the rocks from which they are 
derived, and a map of the areal geology will suf
fice to show the general distribution of the differ
ent kinds of soil The soils are the result of 
decay and disintegration of the rocks immediately 
beneath, except that on steep slopes the sand· 
stones, which invariably form the crests of the 
ridges, strew the slopes below with their debris, 
giving rise to a sandy, overplaced soil. Since the 
rocks outcrop in narrow belts, and since they 
generally alternate in character, it follows that 
the soils derived from them will show a similar 
alternation in quality. Thus a belt of rich lime· 
stone soil is usually bordered on both sides by 
belts of stiff, clayey soil, derived from the shales, or 
by thin, ,andy soils, from the belts of sandstone. 

The coal territory in this sheet is, in an agricul. 
tural sense, the poorest area within its borders. 
The rocks are composed entirely of shale and 
sandstone, and, owing to the paucity of calcareous 
matter, form an extremely poor soil. Pine and 
Stone mountains and a large portion of Powell 
Mountain are practically destitute of soil. The 
residual material on the lower slopes is composed 
almost wholly of aand derived from the decompo
sition of the Lee conglomerate. In the syncline 
between these mountains the soil is more varied, 
but it is generally thin and predominantly sandy. 
The northern slope of Big Black Mountain is in 
places cm-ered with a rich, black soiL but this is 
due more to the accumulation of vegetable matter 
than to the character of the underlying rocks. In 
some of the valleys there is a fine soil, but it is 
alluvial and very limited in extent. 

Powell Valley, although adjoining the previ. 
ously described barren region, is one of the richest 
portions of the Appalachian province. Its level 
surface is a portion of the great Cenozoic pene
plain, which is here underlain by the nearly hori· 
zontal Chickamauga limestone, the best soil-pro
ducing formation in the district. This combina
tion of circumstances has produced a country 
whose surface is well disposed for agricultural 
pursuits and whose soil is adapted to the raising 
of stock or the production of heavy crops of grain. 

In Wallin Valley the same limestone is found, 
and the same rich soil, but the valley is D&lTOWer 
and more deeply trenched by later erosion, and is 
not so well adapted to agricultural pursuits. 

The North Fork of Clinch River also flows 
in part in a broad, baseleveled valley, but the soil 
is far from good. The underlying rock is mainly 
the Chattanooga black shale, which is noted 
for the poor soil it produces. Where good soils 
are found in this valley they are invariably 
alluvial. In the vicinity of Fairview the Cam
brian limestones have produced some areas of 
rich soils, but recent erosion has been so great 
that the old valley is entirely dissected, by far 
the greater portion of the surface consisting 01 
hill·slopes so steep that but little soil can remain 
upon them. The immediate stream valley has 
some good limestone soil, and also some alluvial 
bottoms, but they are of small extent. 

The above description is equally applicable to 
the entire Clinch Valley in this territory. Doubt
l~ in the past it has been a fine, broad valley, 

with rich ,oils, but it is so deeply cut that little 
good soil remains. Rye Cove is about the only 
portion of the valley that at all resembles Powell 
Valley; in it the Chickamauga limestone is nearly 
horizontal and the surface is bnt little below the 
surface of the peneplain. 

Along the northern bMe of Clinch Mountain 
there is another line of outcrop of this limestone, 
which gives a rich soil, but the dips are steep and 
the area of the outcrop is small. Clinch River 
Valley is traversed by several ridges of Knox dolo
mite, the surfaee of which is covered generally 
by a m .. s of broken chert, forming one of the 
poorest soils known. Wherever the dolomite is 
free from chert it affords a fine, rich soil, capable 
of producing abundant retu.rns for the labor 
expended upon it. The Cambrian limestones and 
calcareous shales are much better than the cherty 
surface, but they seldom cover a sufficient area to 
be especially valuable; besides, in this valley 
they are generally cut into steep hill.slopes and 
narrow ravines. 

Clinch Mountain, especially on its southern 
side, furnishes extremely poor soils, as does also 
Pine Mountain, which is composed of the sandy 
GTainger shale. The line of outcrop of the New· 
man limestone south of Pine Mountain is marked. 
by a much better soil, but the country is rather 
rough and not well adapted to farming. The ,oil 
produced by the decay of this lime,tone is gener· 
ally a stiff clay, which forms a cold soil, but one 
that can be greatly enriched by fertilization. 

Most of the Holston Valley is well adaptad to 
farming. The rock, immediately beneath the 
surface are either limestones or shales more or 
less' calcareous, and are deeply decayed. The 
,urface i, gently rolling, forming good farming 
or P881;ure lands. 

A review of the soils and of the charaeter of the 
surface shows that this territory is naturally 
divided by Stone Mountain into two parts. That 
lying south of the mounta.in has generally cal
careou, soils, and, though greatly diversified by 
ridges and valleys, is very well adapted to agri. 
cultural pursuits. That portion lying north of 
Stone Mountain has sandy or clayey soils, which 
yield but little in return for cultivation. 

MARIUS R. CAMPBELL, 

Geolog;.t. 

TABLE OF ANALYSES OF COALS FROM THE BIG SToNE GAP FIELD, DERIVED FROM THE REPORTS OF MOCREATH AND D'INVILLIERS. 

8'l'IU.TRIlUl'HIIJPOJIITlIIl(. ~. """""". WA_ ~; =. B~ ........ 
Cannel. 110 feet above Gladeville sandstone. Preacher Creek. McCreath. 1,716 48.060 <8.'" 0.788 , .. 5 100.000 Light'red. Sample from the cannel portion of the seam. 

80 feet above Gladeville sandstone. Sang Trace Creek. McCreath. 2.234 86.571 (i8.016 0.749 8-'80 100.000 Light·brown. Sample excludes pa.rting of bony coal and slate. 

'----
On top of the Gladeville sandstone. Clover Fork, 2 miles west of this ter· McCreath. 2.260 87.2'70 31.661 0.589 2.270 100.000 Reddish-gray. Two lower benches. 82 and 7 inches thick. rltory. 

Under Gladeville sandstone (1). Ca.rroll opening, on Jones Creek McCreath. Ui08 88.600 48.898 8.077 8.420 100.000 Red. Sample from the upper 81 feet of seam. 

Under Gladeville sandstone ('I). Baney opening, on Jones Creek. McCreath. UOO 4UB9 48.2'14 8.527 '-'60 100.006 Pink. Entire seam exeept slate plU'ting. 

Imboden. 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Mine on Little Looney Creek. McCrea.th. 1.154 83.846 60.107 0.648 2.750 100.000 Sa.lmon. Entire seam except slate pa.rting. 

Imboden. 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Mine on Little Looney Creek. McCreath. 0.904 85.971 38.496 0.579 4.090 100.000 Red. U~~ch and 6 inches of the top of the lower 

-
Imboden. 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Mine on Little Looney Creek. McCreath. 1.400 83.660 oB.865 0.703 1'-870 100.000 Reddish'gray. Entire seam except parting of 8j inches of sla.te. 

-------
Imboden('/). 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Pigeon Creek. McCreath. 1.464- 96.266 59.741 0.700 1.780 100.000 Pjnk. Sample from lower bench, 5 feet 2 inches thick. 

Imboden. 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Mud Lick Creek. McCreath. 2.008 81.497 57.704 0.6M 8.200 100.000 Reddish·gray. Entire seam. 

Imboden. 180 feet below Gladeville sandstone. Preacher Creek. McCreath. 1.006 'Us< 68.148 0.'" GAlts 100.000 Cream. Entire seam. 

Upper Banner. 800 feet above Lee conglomerate. Three miles east of Tacoma.. McCreath. 0.600 .am 07.428 0.'" 5.621'i 100.000 Red. Entire seam except sandstone paning of li:inches. 

Upper Banner. BOO feet above Lee conglomerate. . Near Tacoma. Prof. Potter. L<8 8UW "." 0." 8.70 100.68 Entire "eam I!O feet from s~aee. (Probablyex' 
cludes parting.) 

1-
Entire seam 50 feet from surface. (Probably ex.-Upper Banner. 800 feet above Lee conglomerate. Near Tacoma. Prof. Potter. >.02 811.18 60.66 0.90 6.14 100.90 eludes parting.) 

1-
Lower Banner. 690 feet above Lee conglomerate. Old Greeno·Bodine wine, Tacoma. Prof. Potter. > ... 29." 69.66 . .. 100.00 Entire Se&Ill; 16 feet from outcrop. 

Lower Banner. 690 feet above Lee conglomerate. Toms Creek, 4 miles northeast of McCreath. 1.090 84.,,, MI.S79 1.OBl 8.806 100.000 16 feet under cover. TlI.OOma. 

Widow Kennedy. 426 feet above Lee conglomerate. Old Greeno·Bodine mine, Tacoma. McCreath. 0.840 88,720 60.006 0.709 U20 100.000 Entire seam; 500 feet from mouth of mine. 

Widow Kennedy. 425 feet above Lee conglomerate. Banner, 6 miles east of Taooma. McCreath. 0.798 84.02> 61.411 0.619 3.160 100.000 Entire seam; from mine. 

Estillville--li. 
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Wise forma.tion. 

Lee conglomerate. 

PennIngton shale. 

Newman limestone. 

Bevierllhale. 

RUM6l1 forma.t1on. 

COLUMNAR 

CILUtA01'ER OF TOPOGRAPHY. 

Coarse. white sandstone with inw-
bedded sbale and thin coW sea.ms. Caps the summit of Big BI&Bk. Moun
The bed of sandstone at the base taw; tOl'IWl heavyelifl's andledge& 
Is partieula.rlyhea.vy. . 

Shale, sandstone, and ooaJ bedH. 
Near. the top is a coal horizon OOD

Wningone or two workable seams, 
and another OooDril in the lower Steep slopes or Big Black a.nd Little 

=~'!m~:::tody7th~ Black mountains. 

~=~tn ~~~ly barren ot 

Shale, sandstone, and coaL interbed
ded. Neal' the top, beds of sand
mme predominate, and BhaJefI be
low. 

In the western portion of the sheet Valleys or steep hill elopes. 
hellovy ooaJ beds are Umlted to the 
upperpal't. but in the eastern por-
tion Important .seaDllI ooour in the 
lower half of the formation. 

:MassIve sandstone. 

Shale with coal seams. 

Sandstone, generally free from peb
bles, with shaly layers. 

Shale with eoal seams. 

Coarse congiomera.te. 

Red, argillaceous shale. 

steep RIopes and ledges along the 
Bed!! or sandstone and calcareoWi oonglolllsrate ridges. 

"""e. 

Calcareous shale with beds of impure 

limestone. C~:,~r:::t!~~=~~~ 
Pure. blue lllll8lltone, becoming thevalleyll. 

cherty toward the ba.8e. 

Cal.ca.reous sandstone. 
~'!fes::t~-w~erging into the black. Slopes or low ridges and knobs. 

Sandy shale. 

Yellow, ea.leareouB ahale. Steep slopeB and irregular BpUl'R. 

SECTIONS. 

Knox dolomite. 

RU8Bell formation. 

KENTUCKY-VIRGINIA - TENNE S SEE 
ESTlLLVILLE SHEET 

Blaek, calcareous shale at the top. 
~~~ into sandy shale and Sharp ridges. 

Yellow orblue, 6IJJ.eare(IUsshaJe. 
whieh, toward the southeast, be· Steep slopes or knobs. 
comes quiteawdy iuitsupperpart. 

Gray or white magnesian limestone, L~~~u~~~ ~ti:":,f:m.~ 
generally quite cherty. cl&yand cherta.. . 

Massive gray limestone that inpIa.ooa 
~~~~iwI very beavy, nodular Low ridges or slopes. 




